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LIST OF CORRECTIONS
• On Page 115, Hansen Method. Add the following at the end of this paragraph.
Another outstanding question is how the non-standard identification problem on page 59 
(Lemma 4.2) can be solved when the high signal to noise ratio assumption is violated.
• In Lemma 4.3, Equation (4.24), when n  = 0 this leads to the identification of RUl, 
and when ri = 0 this leads to the identification of RVl as opposed to R. As such Ul 
need not be invertible and VlA-l may not be stable. Thus a unique determination of R 
cannot be directly concluded. However by choosing the input signals n  = Nrar and n  
= Drar the noise free part ofß  is simply Rar.
• Pg 13, Definition of “Bounded Operator and Gain”. Perhaps change the last sentence 
to:
“A is also a Bounded Input, Bounded Output (BIBO) Operator.”
• Change the Title of Chapter 4 to:
Hansen Method using Right Coprime Factorisations
• Change the Title of Chapter 5 to:
Hansen Method using Left Coprime Factorisations.
• Insert at the end of Section 2.1 Notation: 
S  : The set of stable proper transfer functions.
• Remark 4.4
An extension using a nonlinear stabilising controller, similar to that in Chapter 5, is 
nontrivial. This is due to the difficult issues that are associated with the appearance of 
the left coprime factors (ie. in (4.5) and (4.6)).
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A b stra c t
This thesis treats the identification of a noise contaminated nonlinear plant operating 
in closed-loop with a possibly nonlinear stabilising controller. It examines a number 
of methods of converting the closed-loop identification problem into one of open-loop 
identification. As two of the identification methods involve the notion of “coprimeness” , 
a discussion of the coprimeness of nonlinear operators is included.
There are two equivalent approaches for defining the coprimeness of nonlinear opera­
tors. These are known as the Bezout identity approach and the Set Theoretic approach. 
This thesis examines the relationship between the Bezout and the Set Theoretic def­
initions of coprimeness for nonlinear operators. It is shown that left coprimeness in 
the Set Theoretic sense implies left coprimeness in the Bezout sense. Further, the re­
lationship between different factorisations of a given nonlinear operator is examined. 
For example, using either definition of coprimeness, two left coprime factorisations of 
a given nonlinear operator are related by a unit operator.
The first conversion method is referred to as the Hansen scheme. Previous work 
has shown that the set of nonlinear plants stabilised by a known linear controller which 
also stabilises a linear nominal model of the plant can be parametrised by a stable 
nonlinear operator known as the Youla-Kucera parameter. This work has been ex­
tended by allowing the nonlinearity to also enter through the nominal plant model and 
the controller. It turns out that identification of the unknown plant is equivalent to 
identifying the Youla-Kucera parameter associated with the plant. The advantage in 
using this method is that identification of this parameter is a nonstandard open-loop 
identification problem, which in a low noise situation can be formulated as a standard
iv
open-loop problem. This identification method has been examined using both left and 
right coprime factorisations of the nominal plant and controller. Note that while the 
controller is also allowed to be nonlinear for the left coprime case, it remains linear for 
the right coprime case.
The second conversion method is known as the Two-Step method. In the first 
step the closed-loop operator from the reference input to the plant input is identified 
through a high order nonlinear model. The estimate of the closed-loop operator is used 
in the second step to simulate a noise free plant input signal to allow an open-loop 
like identification of the plant. It is assumed that the plant is open-loop stable, and is 
operating in an internally stable closed-loop system.
The third method is known as the Coprime Factor method; it identifies a pair 
of right factors of the nonlinear plant through an open-loop-like identification of the 
filtered sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions. By introducing auxiliary 
signals a right coprime factorisation of the nonlinear plant can be found.
The fourth identification method is known as closed-loop identification with a tailor- 
made parametrisation. Gradient expressions for a closed-loop parametric identification 
scheme are presented. The method is based on the minimisation of a standard identifi­
cation criterion and a parametrisation that is tailored to the closed-loop configuration. 
It is shown that for both linear and nonlinear plants and controllers, the gradient signals 
can be computed exactly.
For the first three methods it is assumed that the measurement noise enters the 
system under a high Signal-to-Noise (SNR) assumption. The fourth method requires a 
high SNR for consistency.
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C h ap ter  1
In tro d u c tio n
This first chapter provides an introductory discussion of the ideas investigated within 
this thesis. It outlines the motivation for investigating these ideas, examines their 
history and describes the progress made in this thesis.
t*q
Figure 1.1: Closed-loop identification setup
1.1 Problem  Statem ent
Consider the setting shown in Figure 1.1 where
•  P: is a plant to be identified,
•  C : is a stabilising controller,
1
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• H  is a linear stable output measurement noise generating system, driven in turn 
by the zero mean, white, stationary noise process e
• u: is the control signal,
• y : is the output signal,
• v: is the process disturbance signal consisting of filtered white noise, and
• r i, r2 '. are external reference or setpoint signals that are uncorrelated with the 
noise.
This setting represents a closed-loop identification problem. For notational convenience, 
we have dropped the time index of the signals throughout this thesis.
This thesis examines different ways of converting the closed-loop identification prob­
lem described above into one of open-loop identification. The identification methods for 
linear systems have been widely investigated, and this thesis focuses on their extension 
to a nonlinear setting.
1.2 M otivation
Many industrial processes exist that require identification to be performed in the closed- 
loop setting of Figure 1.1. Often, open-loop identification is easier to perform than 
closed-loop identification. This section discusses the need to identify in closed-loop as 
well as the difficulties associated with it. It contrasts the advantages of closed-loop 
identification and open-loop identification. Various methods exist which allow closed- 
loop identification problems to be converted into open-loop identification problems. 
Existence of these methods provide us with the benefits of closed-loop identification 
with the ease of analysis allowed by open-loop identification.
1.2.1 B en efits  o f open-loop  id entification
The main attraction of open-loop identification is in the simplicity of the calculations 
involved. Recall the system arrangement of Figure 1.1. The measurements of r1? r2 ,
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u and y are available; v is a noise process that is independent of r\ and r2 , and the 
closed-loop is stable. Consider the linear system
y =  Pu  +  v. (1.1)
If the controller C =  0 (so that the plant was operating in open-loop) one could cross 
correlate y with u and then solve for P; i.e.
Most open-loop identification schemes operate somewhat like this (possibly in the time- 
domain, recursively, and with sample averages).
1.2.2 D ifficu lties w ith  c losed-loop  id entification
In the closed-loop case, the plant input u and the measurement noise v are correlated 
and what is more this correlation, being dependent on the unknown plant P, cannot 
be determined a priori.
•  For linear systems
$ vu(s) =  P(s)$„„(s) -  (1 +  C*(s)P*(s))-1C*(s)$„„(s). (1.2)
So blind use of an open-loop identification method which implicitly evaluates 
(s) is bound to give bias errors. This is the fundamental reason which 
makes closed-loop identification difficult.
•  Closed-loop identification is hampered by the need to unravel the closed-loop 
operator to obtain P. Even when P  and C  are linear, P  appears in a nonlinear 
fashion in the closed-loop quantities.
•  It can also be the case for linear systems that if an estimate P  of P  is obtained 
by unraveling an estimate of the closed-loop operator, then P  and C  can have an 
unstable pole-zero cancellation; see [33] for further details.
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• When analysing a closed-loop scenario, software may presuppose the plant P  is 
stable. This is normally a reasonable assumption in the open-loop case but an 
unwarranted assumption in the closed-loop case as the plant may be coupled with 
a stabilising controller.
1.2 .3  B en efits  o f closed-loop  identification
Despite the difficulties involved in closed-loop identification it still has a number of 
advantages over open-loop identification.
• Often data is collected from a process that is operating in closed-loop. In an 
industrial situation operating constraints may make it impossible to disconnect 
these processes to take measurements . For example, if the plant is unstable it is 
usually necessary to stabilise it first (with a controller creating a closed-loop) as 
it may be difficult to gather data otherwise.
• Further, there may be situations where it is wiser to identify the plant in closed- 
loop so that the identified model will capture the dynamical characteristics that 
are important for control design. We refer the reader to [10, 32] for a discussion 
of this problem in the linear case.
1 .2 .4  S u m m ary  o f identification
Ideally we would like to gain the advantages of closed-loop identification with the 
simplicity of the open-loop calculations. Thus in this thesis we examine a number of 
methods that convert the closed-loop identification problem into one of open-loop iden­
tification. This work has been done in the linear case. The abundance of nonlinearities 
in everyday identification problems motivates the need to extend the linear theory to 
deal with nonlinear issues.
1.2.5 M o tiv a tio n  for related  top ics
While the identification problems have been solved when both the plant and controller 
are linear, difficulties arise when we move to using nonlinear operators. The main prob­
lem is that, although the property that (B + C)A = BA + CA  holds, the distributivity
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property A(B  +  C) = AB  +  AC  is no longer valid. A number of concepts have been 
adapted from linear theory to mitigate this effect in the nonlinear case.
Firstly, a definition of differential coprimeness has been formulated. Secondly, the 
relationship between the Bezout and Set Theoretic definitions of coprimeness for non­
linear operators has been investigated. Finally, a number of stability results have been 
found culminating in a nonlinear form of the double Bezout identity. These definitions 
and stability results are stated and investigated fully in Chapters 2 and 3.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to a discussion of how the research contained in 
this thesis complements previous work conducted in this area.
While primarily concerned with methods that convert the closed-loop identification 
problem into an open-loop problem, some related topics are also discussed.
1.3 C oprim en ess D efin ition s
Before examining the question of identification we first consider the issue of coprime- 
ness properties of nonlinear operators. The motivation for investigating coprimeness 
properties is that these properties are a tool for formulating the descriptions of plants 
and controllers. This type of description is used in some of the identification schemes 
examined in the later part of this thesis.
1.3.1 D efin ition s o f C oprim eness
There are two definitions of coprimeness common in the literature, the Bezout definition 
and the Set Theoretic definitions of coprimeness. These definitions are presented in 
Chapter 2. In the linear case the definitions are equivalent; in the nonlinear case their 
relationship is less clear.
Identification problems that utilise coprimeness in both the linear and nonlinear 
cases have been approached predominantly using the Bezout definition of coprimeness. 
However in [3, 39], the “Set Theoretic” definition of right coprimeness for nonlinear 
systems has been used. In the linear case it is probably the easier tool to use in 
testing for coprimeness. The Set Theoretic approach has the advantage that it is not 
necessary to introduce the additional transfer functions or operators as is required in
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the Bezout identity approach. Now, as the application of the ideas that utilise coprime 
factorisations has progressed to nonlinear systems it is of interest to see how the two 
definitions of coprimeness compare for nonlinear operators. Banos has examined the 
relationship between the coprimeness definitions for right coprime factors in [2]. In [2], 
Banos takes the first steps towards a nonlinear version of the double Bezout identity.
This thesis examines the relationship between the “Set Theoretic” and the “Bezout 
identity” definitions of left coprimeness for nonlinear operators.
1.3 .2  D ifferen tia l C oprim eness
A notion of differential coprimeness for nonlinear operators is introduced in Chapter 2. 
For linear operators this concept simply reduces to the Bezout definition of coprimeness.
1.4 Stability and Operator Existence
For linear coprime operators we can construct what is known as a double Bezout iden­
tity. This relationship is exploited when using the Bezout approach to characterise the 
set of all plants stabilised by a given controller. It also provides welcome simplifications 
when using the Hansen approach to convert the closed-loop identification problem to 
one of open-loop identification; see e.g. [15]. In [2], Banos introduces a generalised 
“single” nonlinear Bezout identify and discusses how it relates to right coprimeness.
In this thesis we describe a nonlinear form of the double Bezout identity. The 
nonlinear form is utilised later in this thesis to convert a closed-loop identification 
problem to one of open-loop identification. The nonlinear form of the double Bezout 
identity relies on the concept of differential coprimeness.
1.5 Closed-loop identification m ethods
In the “identification for control literature”, the problem of identification of a linear 
system on the basis of data obtained from closed-loop experiments has received consid­
erable attention, see e.g. the survey papers [10, 32] with the many references therein. 
One can distinguish three main closed-loop identification procedures in the “linear”
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literature; see [15, 34, 36] for more details. These techniques have in common the ability 
to identify approximate models of the open-loop plant on the basis of closed-loop data, 
while the asymptotic bias distribution of the estimated plant transfer function at each 
frequency remains independent of the noise and is thus explicitly tunable by the user.
Each method demonstrates a different technique for turning the closed-loop identi­
fication problem into an open-loop-like identification problem.
The closed-loop identification of a linear system subjected to a linear controller 
by minimisation of a closed-loop criterion using a tailor-made parametrisation of the 
plant is considered in [38]. The method uses knowledge of the controller; it minimises 
an error between the closed loop transfer functions of the true closed-loop and the 
model closed-loop. Such an approach had already been mentioned as an exercise in 
[23]. Further references include [9, 19, 24].
1.5.1 T he H ansen M eth od
One use of linear coprime fractional representations has been in the characterisation 
of the set of all plants that can be stabilised by a given controller. This set of plants 
is parametrised by the Youla-Kucera parameter. Extensive work has been done in 
characterising the set of linear plants stabilised by a linear controller; see e.g. [18, 31, 
41, 42]. The extension to nonlinear systems has been covered by [12, 26, 39] and a 
discussion of characterisation in the presence of noise can be found in [5, 14].
The Hansen scheme [15] relies on the ability to parametrise the unknown linear plant 
in terms of the coprime factors of the linear nominal plant and of the linear controller 
along with a Youla-Kucera parameter associated with the plant. The controller is 
assumed to stabilise both the true plant and the nominal plant model. The advantage 
of this method is that rather than identifying the plant we identify the Youla-Kucera 
parameter which involves an open-loop identification problem.
A number of iterative identification and control procedures based on the Hansen 
approach can be found in [20, 29]. In [5], the true plant was allowed to be nonlinear, 
however the nonlinearity entered only via the Youla-Kucera parameter, i.e. the con­
troller and the nominal plant model were still linear. This thesis extends this method 
to work with a nonlinear model of the plant and a nonlinear controller.
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These identification methods have been treated using both left and right coprime 
factorisations. However, there is much less in the literature about left fractional rep­
resentations of nonlinear systems, P = D ^1 Ni, than about right fractional representa­
tions, P = NrD~l . For some further discussion, see [31]. References [26, 27, 28] show 
that for nonlinear systems a more useful and perhaps fundamental concept than a left 
realisation is a stable kernel representation. In a sense, left factorisations are a special 
case of kernel representations.
The Hansen method using right coprime factorisations As in [5, 15] we have a 
known linear controller that stabilises an unknown nonlinear plant and a known 
nominal model of this plant. The method relies on representing the unknown 
plant in terms of the right coprime factors of the plant model and the controller 
and with the associated Youla-Kucera parameter. This thesis extends [5] by 
allowing the nonlinearity to enter the plant both via the Youla-Kucera parameter 
and by allowing the nominal plant model to be nonlinear also.
This method relies on the linearity of the controller to convert the closed-loop 
identification of the plant into a nonstandard open-loop identification of the 
Youla-Kucera parameter. In a high SNR situation, this becomes a standard 
open-loop problem.
The Hansen method using le ft coprime factorisations This method is similar 
to the one outlined above except that we represent the unknown plant in terms of 
the left coprime factors of the plant model and the controller and the associated 
Youla-Kucera parameter.
The nonlinearity enters through the nominal plant and the controller as well as 
via the Youla-Kucera parameter. The solution is more involved because of the 
difficulties with the distributivity problem mentioned above; it also relies on a 
notion of differential coprimeness. Note that unlike the right coprime case we no 
longer require a linear controller for all the stability results to hold.
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1.5 .2  T he T w o-S tep  M ethod
The Two-Step method for linear systems in [34] identifies the linear sensitivity function 
of the closed-loop system using a model structure that is flexible enough to contain the 
dynamics. From this, a noise free estimate of the plant input is used in the second 
step to identify an estimate of the plant; i.e. the closed-loop identification problem 
is transformed into an open-loop-like identification problem. The Two-Step method 
requires the plant to be stable.
In this thesis, we examine a nonlinear version of the Two-Step Method. Again, an 
estimate of the closed-loop sensitivity operator is identified. This estimate is used in 
the second step to identify the plant. Both the plant and controller are allowed to be 
nonlinear and the plant is assumed to be stable. Also it is assumed that measurements 
of the plant input and output signals are available, see Figure 1.1. Further this method 
requires measurement of both of the reference signals, or measurement of one of the 
reference signals and knowledge of the controller.
1 .5 .3  T he C oprim e Factor M eth od
In [36], the Coprime Factor method identifies a pair of right factors of the plant. These 
factors are, respectively, the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions which 
are identified in an open-loop fashion using data collected on the closed-loop system. 
Auxiliary signals are introduced to identify a pair of right coprime factors of the plant. 
In [36], the additional freedom in the auxiliary signals is used to find a normalised right 
coprime factorisation.
In this thesis, the Coprime Factor method is extended to a nonlinear setting. Similar 
to the linear case, a pair of right factors of the nonlinear plant are identified and by the 
introduction of auxiliary signals a nonlinear pair of right coprime factors of the plant 
is found.
1 .5 .4  T ailor-m ade param etrisations
This thesis uses the same closed-loop matching criterion as in [38] with a tailor-made 
parametrisation, but it extends the results in two ways. First, in the linear case, we
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show that the gradient signals of [38] can be generated very simply on closed-loop 
simulation models. This observation then leads us to show that this simulation method 
for the computation of the gradients can be extended to the case of nonlinear systems 
and/or systems with nonlinear controllers.
The ideas in this thesis heavily rely on data-driven model-free control design meth­
ods that have recently been proposed in [6, 17, 30]. Indeed, we treat closed-loop identi­
fication with a tailor-made parametrisation as a dual of direct controller optimisation.
1.6 Thesis Outline
This section gives a brief outline of this thesis.
C hap ter 2
This chapter contains a review of definitions that are used throughout this thesis. A 
notion of differential coprimeness is introduced and motivation for this definition is 
discussed. Some novel stability and operator existence results that culminate in a 
nonlinear form of the Bezout identity are also stated. These stability results are used 
in Chapter 5, they are also interesting in their own right.
C hap ter 3
Chapter 3 contains a discussion of the properties and relationships between the Bezout 
and Set Theoretic definitions of coprimeness. This chapter focuses on the relationship 
between these definitions for nonlinear, left coprime operators. There are also a number 
of results regarding the relationship between two coprime factorisations of a given 
nonlinear operator. These relationships are examined for left and right factorisations 
under both the Bezout and the Set Theoretic approaches to coprimeness.
C hap ter 4
This chapter examines one method to convert the closed-loop identification problem to 
one of open-loop identification, known as the Hansen method. This is done using right 
fractional descriptions of both the controller and a nominal nonlinear plant stabilised
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by the controller, as well as a stable operator, known as a Youla-Kucera parameter. 
After a review of previous work, this chapter examines the noise free nonlinear case 
and then modifies this description to incorporate non-zero measurement noise into the 
system. The chapter concludes by depicting how these model characterisations can be 
used to identify the system under a high Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) assumption.
C hap ter 5
This chapter examines the closed-loop identification problem using the Hansen method, 
this time using left coprime factorisations. The identification task proceeds similar to 
the right coprime case. It utilises both the idea of differential coprimeness and the 
double Bezout identity developed in Chapter 2. The chapter concludes with some 
simulation results of this method.
C hap ter 6
Two closed-loop identification schemes are extended in this chapter to allow the plant 
and controller to be nonlinear. The first of these is the Two-Step method, the second is 
the Coprime Factor method. The chapter includes simulation results of the Two-Step 
method.
C hap ter 7
This chapter presents a closed-loop identification scheme that minimises a closed-loop 
criterion, using a tailor-made parametrisation of the plant. Gradient signals are shown 
to be easily generated on closed-loop simulation models, and work done previously in 
the linear case is extended to nonlinear systems.
C hap ter 8
The final chapter offers concluding remarks and discusses the open problems related to 
the work contained in this thesis.
Chapter 2
D efinitions, S tab ility  and  
O p e ra to r E xistence
The first section of this chapter states the definitions that are used throughout this 
thesis. These include the Bezout and Set Theoretic definitions of coprimeness as well 
as the notion of “differential coprimeness” . The chapter concludes with some stability 
and operator existence results. These are used in later parts of the thesis. They are 
interesting in their own right as they form a nonlinear version of the double Bezout 
identity.
2.1 N o ta tio n
L2i [0 ,oo): the vector space of JRm valued square integrable functions with norm de­
fined by Hull2 =  f 0°° \u(t)\2dt.
L2[0, oo): shorthand for 0,oo) where m is an arbitrary positive integer.
Tt : the truncation operator on the vector space of functions mapping H  into IRm (m
an arbitrary positive integer). It is defined by Tru(t) = u(t) if t < T, Tru(t) = 0 
if t > T.
L™e[0, oo): the vector space of functions /  satisfying Tt }  € oo) for all T  > 0.
U: is the input space with a suitable norm.
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Us: is the subspace comprising all stable (bounded norm) inputs u.
Uu: is the subspace comprising all unstable (unbounded) inputs u.
y : is the output space with a suitable norm.
y s: is the subspace comprising all stable (bounded norm) outputs y.
y u: is the subspace comprising all unstable (unbounded) outputs y.
Z: is the “partial state” space with a suitable norm.
Z s: is the subspace comprising all stable (bounded norm) partial states z.
Z u: is the subspace comprising all unstable (unbounded) partial states z.
I: the identity operator.
2.2 General Definitions
W ell-posedness: an operator A : Z,2e[0,oo) —> L^iO^oo) is well-posed or causal if 
Tt ATt  =  Tt A for all T > 0. It is also assumed that A(0) =  0.
Invertible: an operator A is invertible if for all z £  with 2  =  A x , x can be causally 
and uniquely determined from 2 .
Bounded operator and gain: an operator A is bounded if it is well-posed and the 
gain
M l  = sup
11. E L 2  [0 ,°o),u9t0
I I A M I 1
INI
is finite. A is also termed BIBO stable.
Unit: an operator W  is a unit if W  1 exists, and W  and W  1 are BIBO stable.
Right Factorisation: An operator A has a right factorisation if it can be written as 
A =  NrD~x with Nr and Dr BIBO operators.
Left Factorisation: An operator A has a left factorisation if it can be written as 
A = Dj~l Ni with Ni and Di BIBO operators.
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Partial state: Consider the right factorisation y = NrD~1u. The partial state 2
is defined such that y = Nrz and u =  Drz. Consider the left factorisation 
y =  Dj~l N [ U .  The partial state 2 is defined such that 2 =  Diy = Niu.
Weak Lipschitz continuity: a well-posed operator A is weakly Lipschitz (or weakly 
Lipschitz continuous) if for every T > 0 there exists a finite 7t  such that
||7t A||l < 7t
where the Lipschitz semi-norm is
I|7t^IIl = sup
Ttx  ^  T ry ,
IITt A x -  r TAy\\ 
IITtx -  Try\\
x ,y  e L2e[0,oo)
and obeys ||7t ^ | |l > ||7r^ ||-
Global Lipschitz continuity: a well-posed operator A is globally Lipschitz continu­
ous if there exists a K  such that for all x ,y  £ Lv2[0, 00) there holds
||A(x + y) -  A(z)|| < K\\y\\.
This means there exists an operator d A (causally) dependent on x and bounded 
independently of x with
d \ x ) { y )  =  M x +  y) -  M x)-
When A  is linear, d A ^  is independent of x.
A nontrivial consequence is that the definition implies ||A(x-t-y) — A(ar)|| < K\\y\\ 
for any x G L2e[0, 00), as opposed to x G L2[0, 00). This is shown in the following
lemma.
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Lem m a 2.1 Let a well-posed operator A : Z/2e[0,oo) —> L2e[0,oo) be such that 
for some K  and for all x ,y  £ L^[0, oo) we have
IIA(x + y) - A ( x )|| < K\\y\\.
Then this inequality holds for all x £ L ^ O ,00).
P roof. The proof is contained in Appendix 2.7 at the end of this chapter. •
Sm oothing [40]: a well-posed operator A is said to be smoothing, have no instanta­
neous direct feedthrough, or have zero uniform instantaneous gain, if it is weakly 
Lipschitz and for every T  > 0, a  > 0, there exists 6 = <5(o,T) £ (0,T) such that
\\Tt+8(ATt+5 -  A T M l < a , V t e  [0,T  -  5].
[A linear time-invariant operator has this property if its causal impulse response 
for t > 0 is of the form Y liL ia iö{t ~ Ti) +  ß{t)i Ti > 0> in discrete time, the 
equivalent is a strictly causal operator, i.e. T ^ +i)TATkT = 7(fc+i )t A where r  is 
the sampling interval.]
Remark 2.1 A system of the form
x = f ( x )  + g(x)u
y = h ( x ) +j ( x ) u , (2.1)
with /(x ), g{x), h(x), j (x)  smooth functions of x , is smoothing if and only if 
j (x) = 0.
For a closed-loop system as shown in Figure 1.1, with noise v identically zero:
The closed-loop is well-posed ([40]): if
• (a) for each ri, r^ G L2e[0, oo) there exists a unique e, Ü, u, y £ L2e[0, oo) that 
depend causally on r\ and r 2 ;
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• (b) for each finite T, the dependence of 7re, 7tü, Tpu, and Tpy on 7rri and 
7 r r2 is Lipschitz continuous. This means there is a causal weakly Lipschitz 
closed-loop operator from r j , r 2 to e, ü, u , y.
The smoothing concept of [40] is a powerful tool for establishing the well-posedness 
property for a closed-loop where properties of the individual loop components are 
specified, and include a smoothing property on one of the components.
The closed-loop is internally stable if it is well-posed and the associated operator 
has finite gain.
If the noise v is non-zero r\ and r2 must be replaced with r j , r2 and v in these definitions.
Remark 2.2 We can summarise the following relationships from [40].
1 The sum of two weakly Lipschitz operators is also weakly Lipschitz.
2 The sum of two smoothing operators is also smoothing.
3 If the operator A is smoothing and the operator B is weakly Lipschitz then A B  is
smoothing; BA  however may not necessarily be smoothing.
4 If an operator A is smoothing and B  is a delay operator then BA  is smoothing.
5 Refer to Figure 2.1. If both the forward subsystem operator A and the feedback
subsystem operator B  are weakly Lipschitz and one of them is smoothing then 
the closed-loop feedback system {A, B ) is well-posed.
Figure 2.1: Closed loop configuration for well-posedness.
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R em ark 2.3 The following scenario will be used in Chapter 5. Consider Figure 2.2 
where Si and S2 are smoothing operators. From Item 5 of Remark 2.2 it follows that the 
closed-loop of Figure 2.2 is well-posed. It follows from our definition of well-posedness 
that the operator from r to e is weakly Lipschitz. Using Item 3 of Remark 2.2, it now 
follows that the operator from r to y is smoothing.
Figure 2.2: Closed loop configuration for smoothing.
2 .2 .1  A ssu m p tio n
We will now state a standing assumption for this thesis. The assumption is common 
in the literature concerning nonlinear systems, and automatically satisfied in the linear 
case.
A ssum ption  2.1 Consider an operator G : U —» y  and its input-output pairs (u,y)  
with the output y G Tu • Then the inputs u leading to a given output y are either all 
stable or all unstable. This assumption is necessary to ensure the existence of a left 
coprime factorisation for G in a Set Theoretic sense; see [31 ]  for further details.
2 .2 .2  In it ia l c o n d itio n s
As is conventional but not universal in treating BIBO stability of systems, there is no 
explicit consideration of initial conditions in this thesis. They can be introduced in 
several ways; by postulating they are established using inputs zero in t < 0, and acting 
over an interval [0,1] say, to provide the initial condition at time 1; or one can postulate 
that operators are indexed by an initial condition; or, in some but not all cases, one 
can replace an initial condition effect by an extra input or disturbance signal.
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2.3 Definitions of Coprimeness
The definition of coprimeness in nonlinear fractional representations is not universal. 
The first definitions listed below, based on Bezout identities, have been used in e.g. 
[3, 4, 39]. However, alternative definitions, based on Set Theoretic ideas, have been used 
in e.g. [12, 25, 31]. These definitions are applicable for both left and right coprimeness.
In the linear case, the definitions are equivalent; in the nonlinear case, right co­
primeness defined using a Bezout identity is also equivalent to right coprimeness from 
a Set Theoretic view point; see [2] for further details. The relationship between the 
two coprimeness definitions for nonlinear operators is discussed in Chapter 3.
2.3.1 B ezo u t D efin itions o f C oprim eness
Right coprimeness (linear or nonlinear): let Nr, Dr be a right factorisation for a 
well-posed G, i.e. G = NrDf* where Nr and Dr are BIBO stable. Then (iVr , D r) 
is a right coprime factorisation of G if there exists a BIBO operator Ci for which
Ci
Nr
Dr
=  1 . (2 .2)
The relationship of 2.2 is known as a Bezout identity. A particular case of this 
which is always true when using linear operators is Ci =  [X\ Y{] with Xi and Yj 
BIBO such that
XiNr+YlDr = W,
where IT is a unit.
Left coprimeness (linear or nonlinear): let Ni , Di be a left factorisation for a well- 
posed G, i.e. G =  D f l Ni , where Ni and Di are BIBO stable. Then (iV/, Di) is a 
left coprime factorisation of G if there exists a BIBO Cr for which
Ni Di Cr = I. (2.3)
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Again, (2.3) is a Bezout identity for left coprimeness. In contrast to the fact that 
Ci does not have to seperate into A;, Yj in the nonlinear case, it is obvious that Cr 
must have the form Cr = [Xr Yr]T for some BIBO operators X r and Yr . Without 
loss of generality, the right side of (2.3) can be replaced by an arbitrary unit W.
Appendix 2.8 contains a few examples of systems that have left coprime factori­
sations.
Normalised Coprime Factors: The linear right coprime factors (Nr,D r) are nor­
malised if
N?Nr +  D*rDr = I. (2.4)
See [41] for details. The nonlinear right coprime factors (Nr,D r) are normalised 
if
\\Nrz\\2 + \\Drz\\2 = \\z\\2 \/z. (2.5)
2.3 .2  Set T h eoretic  D efin itions of C oprim eness
Consider Figure 1.1, with the plant having either a left or a right coprime factorisation.
The Set Theoretic definition of coprimeness roughly means that if there is internal
instability it must come from the controller and/or be observed from the outside, and
conversely.
Right coprimeness With nonlinear P = Nr D~l and iVr , Dr BIBO, the pair (iVr , Dr) 
is said to be right coprime in the Set Theoretic sense if the following property 
holds: if the partial state z £ Z u, then either u — Drz £ Uu or y =  Nrz £ 
Yu where (w, y) is an input-output pair.
Left coprimeness With nonlinear P = D J l Ni and iV/, Di BIBO, the pair (N;,D/) is 
said to be left coprime in the Set Theoretic sense if the following property holds: 
if (w, y ) is an input-output pair with u £ Uu and y € Yu , then z = Diy = Niu  
is also unstable, i.e. 2  £ Z u. (If the input and output are unstable, then the 
partial state is unstable).
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2.4 Differential Coprimeness
The notion of differential coprimeness is used in the scheme that converts a closed-loop 
identification problem to one of open-loop identification, known as the Hansen method.
2.4.1 D ifferential coprim eness
We will now adopt the Bezout definition to coprimeness. Assume the pair (Ni, Di) is 
left coprime and globally Lipschitz continuous, then we can write
NlUr + DlVr = W  (2.6)
where Ar/, Di, Ur and Vr are all nonlinear and W  is a unit.
Then, one can define well-posed operators
dNlit)(.) =  Nl{x +  . ) - N l(x) 
dA(z)(0 = Di(z + •) -  Di(z)
for all signals x and 2  € Z/2e-
If Ni and Di are linear, #iVj(x)(.) = Ni(.) 'ix and dDi^(. )  =  Di(.) V2 ; then 
{dNi(x))Ur +  (dDi(z))Vr is a unit, i.e. W.
When Ni and Di are nonlinear, we shall say that they are differentially coprime if 
and only if the unit property continues to hold, though now the unit will not usually 
be W.
Formally, Ni and Di are left differentially coprime if for all x, z E Z/2e, there exists 
BIBO Ur and Vr such that
(dNl[x))Ur +  (dDl{z])Vr =  Wxz,
where Wxz is a unit operator. More motivation for the definition of left differential 
coprimeness is given in Appendix 2.9 at the end of this chapter. Similar definitions 
hold for right coprime factorisations.
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Remark 2.4 We say that Ni and Di are uniformly left differentially coprime if there 
exists K  such that ||WX2|| < K  and 11W^ .11 < K  independently of x and z £ L 2t.
Remark 2.5 Note that if Ni and D\ are known to be left differentially coprime in the 
sense that for some bounded Ur and Vr, dNux^Ur +  dD^z)Vr is a unit for any x and z, 
then by taking x =  0, z =  0 we recover the standard coprimeness relation
for some unit W .
Remark 2.6 There is an interesting relationship that exists for differentially coprime 
operators. Indeed, let zt-, i = 1,2 £ L2e and set
NlUr +  DlVr =  W
Z =  Zi +  z 2 . (2.7)
From (2.7) we can write
Di(z) = D,(z,) +  dDl{zj)(z2). (2 .8)
By rearranging (2.7) we can also write
Di(zi) = Di(z) +dDi(z) ( - z 2)
= Di(z) + dDnZl+Z2)( - z 2). (2.9)
Combining (2.8) and (2.9) we have:
^ A (* i)(z2) l(zi+Z2){ z 2)' (2 . 10)
2.4.2 A conseq uence o f uniform  differential coprim eness
One difficulty in working with nonlinear operators is that — A(—B) does not necessarily 
equal AB.  Thus if for some unit W, coprime pair (A/, Di) and BIBO operators Ur, Vr,
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there holds
NlUr -  Dii-Vr) =  W, (2.11)
we cannot say this is equivalent to (2.6), or even (2.6) with the unit W  replaced by 
another unit operator. However, with the aid of uniform differential coprimeness, we 
can show that when (iV/, D{) is uniformly left differentially coprime, so is (Ni, —D/).
Lem m a 2.2 Let (N\, Di) be a left coprime pair where Ni and Di are globally Lipschitz 
continuous and uniformly differentially coprime; i.e. for any x, z, ß  £ Lv2&, we have
[dNl{x)Ur + dDl{z)Vr)ß =  Wxz(ß) (2.12)
where ||WXZ|| < K ,  ||Wa^ 1|| < K  and we assume that Ni and Ur are smoothing and 
Di and Vr are of the form a l  +  5  where a l is the scaled identity operator and S is a 
smoothing operator.
Then {Ni, —Di) is also uniformly left differentially coprime.
Proof. The proof is contained in Appendix 2.10 at the end of this chapter. •
R em ark 2.7 Note that the assumptions on Ni, D/, Vr and Ur will be verified when 
Lemma 2.2 is used in Chapter 5.
R em ark 2.8 Suppose Di =  a l  +  S where a is a constant, /  is the identity operator 
and 5  is smoothing. Then
D f 1 =  {al +  S )-1
=  a~11 — a~l S(aI  +  S )-1 .
Now a~1S{aI +  S )"1 is smoothing, since it results from a loop with 5  in the forward 
path, and a-1 in a feedback path; see Remark 2.2 for more details. Thus D f l is also of 
the form d l  +  S  with S smoothing. The assumption that Di =  a l  +  S  with a a constant 
and S smoothing is very reasonable in practice; recall the discussion in Remark 2.1.
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The next section outlines some stability and operator existence requirements. These 
are interesting in their own right as they culminate in a nonlinear version of the Bezout 
identity.
2.5 Stability and operator existence
In order to construct a nonlinear form of the double Bezout identity we shall need several 
characterisations of stability. We consider that the nominal plant is connected in closed- 
loop with the stabilising controller. We have a left and a right coprime representation 
for the controller and a left and a right coprime representation for the nominal plant. 
In this section we consider the four combinations of these representations to find a 
nonlinear form of the double Bezout identity. We adopt the following assumptions.
Assum ption 2.2 A weakly Lipschitz controller C = UrV~l =  Vf~l Ui stabilises a 
smoothing nominal plant model Po = NrD f 1 =  D f l Ni. Ur,Vr,Vi,Ui, Nr, Dr, Di and 
Ni are all well-posed, stable, globally Lipschitz operators with Vr,Vi, Dr, Di invertible. 
Further, (jVr , Dr) and (Ur, Vr) are differentially coprime pairs and (Ni, D{) and (Ui, V/) 
are uniformly differentially coprime pairs.
Combination 2.1 (Pq,C ) =  (NrD~l , UrV f l ) The closed-loop system (Pq,C ) is in­
ternally stable if and only if
Dr -U r 
Nr Vr
exists and is bounded.
This result is effectively inherent in the definition, and was established in [39].
(2.13)
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Combination 2.2 (Po,C) = {NrDr l ,Vl 1Ui) The closed-loop system (P0,C) is in­
ternally stable if and only if
(V,Dr -  U ^ -N r ) ) -1
exists and is bounded.
Proof. The proof is contained in Appendix 2.11 at the end of this chapter. •
The next combination appears to be of independent interest. It is used in this thesis 
to describe the structure of the set of all plants stabilised by a given controller.
Combination 2.3 (Po,C) =  (Dl l Ni,UrVr *) The closed-loop system (Po,C) is in­
ternally stable and q =  V'r~1(ri — y) is bounded if and only if
[D ,(-Vr)-  NlUr] -1 (2.14)
exists and is bounded.
Proof. The proof is contained in Appendix 2.12 at the end of this chapter. •
The final stability result is found by constructing a nonlinear form of the double Bezout 
identity; the actual nonlinear form of the double Bezout identity is displayed in (2.24) 
of Appendix 2.13.
Combination 2.4 (Po,C) = (D f l Ni,Vl~l Ui) The closed-loop system (Po,C) is inter­
nally stable if and only if
Vi Ui
~ N l Di
exists and is bounded.
Proof. The proof is contained in Appendix 2.13 at the end of this chapter. •
(2.15)
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2.6 Concluding remarks
In this chapter we have stated definitions that will be used throughout this thesis. 
We have introduced the notion of differential coprimeness and stated some stability 
and operator existence results. In the next chapter we will build on this preliminary 
work to examine the relationship between the Bezout and Set Theoretic definitions of 
coprimeness for nonlinear systems.
A ppendices
These appendices contain the proofs of lemmas contained in this chapter.
2.7 Proof o f Lemma 2.1
Suppose the conclusion were not true. Let x 6 - ^ [ 0 ,00) and y € oo) be such that
||A(z +  y) -  A(x)|| > (I< + e)\\y\\
for some e > 0. Then, with z = A{x +  y) — A(ac), there exists T such that
T
i fo m f d t } !  > (k + t - m .  (2.16)
Set z t  = Tt z , x t  =  Ttx , Vt =  Try. Then by causality,
zT — Tt [A(x j  +  yr) -  M xt )]-
By hypothesis,
\\zt \\ < K\\yr\\ < K\\y\\.
However, inequality (2.16) implies
||zr|| > ( K +  |)||y||
which is a contradiction.
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2.8 Examples of Left Coprime Factorisations
It has been claimed that there are no plants worth considering that have left coprime 
factorisations. This appendix contains a few examples of plants that do have left 
coprime factorisations.
2.8.1 S table P lant
If the plant P  is stable we can choose the left fractional representation
P  =  Dj~l Ni
where
Ni = P  and Di =  / .
2.8 .2  D .E . rep resen tation
Consider
y +  a(y) = bu.
Then
y = Dt l Niu,
with
Di = (! +  -  1)) and Ni =
is a left coprime representation. Similar results hold for matrix differential equations 
of the type
y +  A{Y) = BU.
2.8 .3  Input N on lin earity
Consider an input nonlinearity <f) connected to a linear plant with left factorisation 
1 Ni . We can write this as a left factorisation
Dr‘(w)-
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Note that if we were to try and write this as a right factorisation we would en­
counter more difficulties. That is, if we had an input nonlinearity <j> followed by a right 
factorisation of a linear plant NrD~l we would have
However, we really want
Thus
v r = 4r\D7\.)).
This would rule out non-invertible nonlinearities.
2.9 M otivation for the definition of differential coprime-
ness
In this appendix we give a motivation for the definition of differential coprimeness.
2.9.1 Left d ifferential coprim eness
Consider Figure 2.3 with C  =  UrV ~l and P = Dj~l Ni, where (Ni, Di) is left coprime.
Figure 2.3: Closed-loop configuration.
Thus,
p -  NiUrq =  D{Vrq
or
{NlUr +  DlVr)q = P.
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As (Ni, Di) is left coprime, (NiUr +  D{Vr) is a unit. So for any bounded input p, q is 
bounded, and conversely.
Now let us introduce the signal r2 into the loop as shown in Figure 2.4 and examine 
its effect.
Figure 2.f: Part left differential coprimeness.
This yields
p -  Ni(Urq +  r2) +  Nir2 = DiVrq
(dNi{r2)Ur +  DiVr)q =  p.
Thus, for any r 2, we would like q to be bounded if p is bounded. This is the first step 
towards differential coprimeness. We will further introduce the signal r i as shown in 
Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Left differential coprimeness.
This gives
p -  Ni(Urq +  r 2) +  iV/r2 =  Di(Vrq +  r x) -  D /n
=  dDl{n)Vrq
or
[dNl{r2)Ur +  dDl{ri)Vr)q = p.
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S u m m ary
Left differential coprimeness means that for any inputs ri and r 2, q is bounded if 
p is bounded, with the gain from p to q depending on ri and r2.
Left uniform differential coprimeness goes further and requires that q be bounded 
if p is bounded, independently of rq and r 2.
2.9 .2  R igh t differential coprim eness
Similarly, consider Figure 2.6 with C = Vl~l Ui and P  =  NrD ~l , where (N r,D r) is 
right coprime.
Figure 2.6: Right differential coprimeness.
We have
q =  Dr l (Drr2 +  s) -  r 2,
or equivalently
dDr{r2)q = s.
Also
Vis = p -  Ui(Nr(ri +  q) -  iVrri)
or
VidDr{r2)q - p -  UidNr(ri)q,
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i.e.
(VidDr[r2) +  UidNr{ri))q =  p.
R ight differential coprim eness of (iVr, Dr) means that for any inputs ri and r2, q 
is bounded if p is bounded, with the gain from p to q depending on rq and r2.
R ight uniform  differential coprim eness goes further and requires that q be bounded 
if p is bounded, independently of rq and r2.
2.10 P roof of Lemma 2.2
By applying the relationship in Remark 2.6 to (2.12) one obtains
(dNKx)Ur -  d Dm ( -Vr))ß =  Wxz(ß) (2.17)
where z =  z +  Vrß.  For arbitrary x, z, ß  £ define an operator Wxz by
Wx-z(ß) =  Wxz(ß) (2.18)
where z =  z — Vrß.  It is trivial to see from this that if ||WXZ|| < K  V x, 2 6 L2e, then 
||W*z-|| < K , V x , z e  L2e.
To show that (Ni , — D{) is also left differentially coprime we need to show that WXz 
is a unit. That is, that W~  ^ is well-posed and bounded independently of x and z.
Evidently, we have Wx%(7 ) =  ß  or 7 =  WXz(ß) if and only if W~J-(7 ) =  ß  or 
7 =  Wxz(ß) and z — z -  Vrß.  Refer to Figure 2.7, where we have represented the 
operator W~^ : 7 —>■ ß.
The operator W~^ : 7 —>■ ß will be well-posed provided the loop of Figure 2.7 is 
well-posed. Figure 2.7 can be redrawn as shown in Figure 2.8. Here we have used the 
results of Appendix 2.9.
In turn, Figure 2.8 can be redrawn as shown in Figure 2.9.
Now D /_1 has the form a l  +  S for smoothing S  means that =  0S(Z)- Now
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Figure 2.7: Construction of Wx/ .
Figure 2.8: Construction of Wx/ .
dS(z)(v) = S(v + z) -  S(z) and for fixed v, is an operator on z.
It is clear that for fixed v , we can talk about weak Lipschitz continuity with respect 
to z, and indeed the smoothing property; i.e. since S  is smoothing, d S ^ ( v )  for fixed v 
is smoothing in z. Similarly, it follows from the assumptions that d N ^  is a smoothing 
operator.
Using Item 5 of Remark 2.2, it now follows that Figures 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 are well- 
posed. Indeed it is clear from Figure 2.9 that there is a smoothing element in each 
subloop while all elements in these loops are weakly Lipschitz.
Since Wx x (.) is an operator bounded independently of x, z, Wxj[  must also be 
bounded independently of z, and z, i.e. Wxz is a unit uniformly over x and z. Hence it 
follows from (2.17) and (2.18) that (Ni, —Di) is uniformly left differentially coprime. •
2.11 P roof of Combination 2.2
Recall the definition of internal stability. We need to show that the closed-loop is 
well-posed and that the associated operator has finite gain. The closed-loop system is 
well-posed by assumption. Thus in proving the “if” part of this combination statement, 
we only have to show that the closed-loop gain is finite.
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Figure 2.9: Construction of Wx/ .
Figure 2.10: Closed-loop diagram with the nominal plant Po =  NrDr 1 and C = Vl l Ui. 
Consider Figure 2.10, then from differential coprimeness
m  — Vi[Drn -  r2]
= ViiDrn) + dVl(Drn)( - r 2) (2.19)
and also
m — Ui[ri — Nrn]
= Ui(—Nr)n 4- dUi(_Nrn)ri. ( 2 .20)
Combining (2.19) and (2.20) gives
[VlDr- U i( - N r)]n = dUKp)ri-d V l{q)( - r 2) (2.21)
where p = —Nrn and q = Drn. Here dU^p)(.) and dP;(9)(.) are, respectively, bounded 
independently of p and q. These operators exist because of the global Lipschitz conti­
nuity of Ui and VJ.
If the inverse [V/Dr — Ui(—A^)]-1 exists and is bounded for all bounded ri, r2, it
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follows that n is bounded. Then y =  Nrn is bounded, as are e =  r\ — y, u =  D rn and 
ü =  u — r2. So the system is internally stable.
Conversely, if the system is stable, y and u are bounded for all bounded r\ and r3- 
By the right coprimeness of ATr, Dr there exists a bounded Ci with
Ci
Nr
Dr
=  / .
Now
Nrn yn =  Ci
Drn
=  Ci
u
Thus n is always bounded for all bounded r\ and r2 if the system is stable.
As V\ and Ui are left differentially coprime, there exist bounded operators Ar and 
Br that satisfy
avt(P)Br -  duIW)(-A r) =  wvq
where Wpq is a unit. Note that we have used Lemma 2.2. With an arbitrary bounded 
r3 and with Ar and Br, define bounded signals
r\ =  - A rr3 and r2 =  - B rr3.
and observe that (2.21) becomes
[Vl Dr -Ui ( -Nr) \n
=  -dV i iq){ - r 2) +  dU^pfx 
=  ~dVi(q)Brr3 +  dUi(p) ( - A r)r3 
=  -  dVi(q)B r -  dUi(p) ( - A r )
— Wpg r3.
Since r3 is bounded but arbitrary, Wpq is a unit and n is bounded, it follows that the 
inverse [ViDr — Ui(—Nr)]~l exists and is bounded. •
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2.12 P roof of Combination 2.3
Figure 2.11: Closed-loop diagram with the nominal plant Pq = Dl l Ni and C = UrVr 1.
Observe first that the closed-loop system is well-posed by assumption. Thus we 
only need to show that the closed-loop gain is finite to prove internal stability. Note
Dig =  Ni(r2 +  Urq)
= NiUrq +  dNi{p)(r2),
where p =  Urq and d N i^ ( .)  is an operator bounded independently of <7, existing because 
of the global Lipschitz continuity of Ni. Similarly,
y =  —Vrq +  ri,
so that
Diy = D i(-V rq + r i)
= D i(-V rq) + dDnt)(ri)
where t =  —Vrq and dDi^{.)  is an operator bounded independently of q. The two 
expressions for Diy yield
{Dl( -V r) - N lUr)q = dNl{p)(r2) - d D i{t)(r 1). (2.22)
If [Di(—Vr) — NiUr] 1 exists and is bounded, then q is obviously bounded when r*i, r2
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are bounded. It follows that the error signals r\ — y and r2 -f Urq are bounded, i.e. 
internal stability holds.
To prove the converse, suppose the loop is stable in the sense that for all bounded 
ri and r 2 , q is bounded. We have to prove that [Di(—Vr) — iV/£ /r ] - 1  is also bounded.
Let r3 be an arbitrary bounded signal. Let Lr , Mr be bounded operators existing 
by virtue of the left differential coprimeness property and satisfying
dDi{t)Lr +  dNi(p)Mr =  Wpt (2.23)
where Wpt is a unit. Using r3, Lr and Mr define bounded signals
r\ = - L rr3 and r 2 =  Mrr3
and observe that
# A (t) ( - r i) +dNi{p)(r2)
=  dDi(t)Lrr$ +  dNi(p)M rr3
= Wptr3.
Using (2.22), we obtain
[Dl( - V r) - N lUr]q = Wptr3.
Now in this equation, r3 is bounded and arbitrary; further, q is bounded (because the 
boundedness of r3 implies boundedness of r\ and r2, which by hypothesis implies q is 
bounded). Since Wpt is a unit, this means that [Di{—Vr) — NiUr]~l is necessarily a 
bounded operator. •
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2.13 P roof of Combination 2.4
Consider the following operator [p q]T —> [a ß]T :
Vi
- Ni
- Ui ( - )
Di
D r Ur a P
1 £ 1 1__
_
_ ß  _ Q
We want to show that the operator in (2.15) is bounded. We shall show that
Vi
- N t
- U i ( - )
Di
D r
__
__
__
__
__
1
Oi
1__________
0 a
1--
---
---
---
---
£ - K _ ß  _ 0
--------------1
_________i
(2.24)
where X (p) is a unit that depends on ß. and Y(a\ is a unit, that depends on a. 
From the Lipschitz continuity of IV/, Di, A  and Vi, (2.24) becomes
P Vi DrOi Urß
<1 - N i D, Nra -  Vrß
Vi{Dra  +  Urß) ~ U i{ -N ra  +  Vrß) 
—Ni(Dra  +  Urß) +  Di(Nra  -  Vrß)
dVi(urß)DrOi -  dUnyrß){ -Nr)a 
- d N i ( Dra)(Urß )  +  d D i ( Nr0t) ( - V r) ß
x {ß)a
Y(a)ß
(2.25)
Note that to obtain the last equality, we have used ViUrß — UiVrß =  0 and —NiDra  +  
DiNra  =  0. These relations are obvious from the definition of P  and C.
Now suppose the system (Po, C) is stable. By Combination 2.3 and as (£7/,V/) is 
uniformly differentially coprime, is a unit uniformly over ß. By Combination 2.2 
and as (AT/, Dß  is uniformly differentially coprime, Y(a) is a unit uniformly over a.
It follows that for all arbitrary bounded p and g, there exists bounded a  and ß such
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that
Vi -U i ( - )
-1
V Dr Ur
O7§
i__________ V
-N i D, 9 Nr - V r
-------------1
7
"a
>ro
_________1
9
The right side is bounded because and Y^ aj have finite gain uniformly over a  and 
ß. Therefore the inverse on the left exists and is bounded.
Conversely, suppose that the inverse exists and is bounded. By assumption the 
closed-loop system (Pq, C ) is well-posed so we only need to demonstrate that if (2.15) 
exists and is bounded then the closed-loop gain is finite.
Let p be arbitrary but of finite norm and q =  0. Then, we have p = X ^ a  and 
q = Y(a)ß which implies ß = 0 and a = A '^jp = X ~ lp. It follows that X(0) =  X  =  
[ViDr — Ui(—Nr)]. Let Ci be such that
Ci
Dr
Nr
=  I.
Then for all p from (2.26) we get
Cl
Vi Ui
- l
P = Ci
Dr
Ni Di 0 Nr
is bounded. Hence X  = ViDr — Ui(—Nr) is a unit, and so by Combination 2.2, the 
closed-loop system (Pq, C) is internally stable. •
C h apter 3
C oprim eness P ro p e rtie s
This chapter contains a discussion on the relationship between the Bezout and Set 
Theoretic definitions of coprimeness. It is also shown how one coprime factorisation of 
a given operator relates to other factorisations both when they are coprime and when 
they are not. It investigates whether some properties for linear left coprime realisations 
carry over to the nonlinear case.
3.1 C oprim en ess p rop erties o f  linear fraction al sy stem  re­
a lisa tion s
There are a number of fundamental results on coprime fractional descriptions of linear 
systems which are of great utility. For example, consider the right fractional descrip­
tions P(s) =  Nr(s)Dr(s)~1, where Nr(s), Dr(s) £ M(S) are matrices with entries in S, 
the ring of proper stable rational transfer functions. Then coprimeness can be defined 
by the following requirement:
Nr ( S 0 ) 
Dr(s0)
has full column rank Vsq with Re[so] > 0. (3.1)
This is equivalent to the Bezout identity property: there exists Ui(s), Vj(s) 6 M(S) 
with
U M  Nr(s) +  V M  Dr(s) = I. (3.2)
39
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A further property is: if P(s) =  Nri(s) Dri{s) 1 =  Nr2(s) Dr2(s) 1 with (Nri,D ri )  
coprime, then (Nr2, Dr2 ) is coprime if and only if there exists W  a unit of M(S) (i.e. 
W{s), VF(s)"1 € M(S)) such that
Nr2 = NrlW , Dr2 = DrlW. (3.3)
Finally, if P(s) =  Nri{s) Dri(s)~1 = iVr2(s) Dr2 (s)-1 with (Nri, Dr\) coprime, there 
exists W  6 M(S) such that (3.3) holds.
The above results apply also to left fractional realisations, with obvious changes. 
Also, in (3.2), the identity matrix can be replaced by any unit without loss of generality.
It is of interest to try to extend these results to coprime descriptions of nonlinear 
systems.
3.2 Nonlinear right fractional realisations
Consider systems defined by a well-posed nonlinear operator P  =  NrD~l : U —» y .  
Recall the Bezout and Set Theoretic definitions of right coprimeness. In the nonlin­
ear case these are equivalent definitions; see [2] for more details. Under the Bezout 
definition of right coprimeness, we have the following relationship between two right 
factorisations of a given operator.
Lemma 3.1 I f  P  = Nr 1 D~i = Nr2D~2 are two right fractional representations where 
Nri, Dri, Nr2, and Dr2 are well-posed operators and (iVri ,D ri) is right coprime in a 
Bezout sense, then (Nr2, Dr2) is right coprime in a Bezout sense if and only if there 
exists a unit W  such that
Nr2 = Nr 1 W, Dr2 = Drl W. (3.4)
I f (Nr2i Drf) is not coprime, there exists a well-posed, stable W  such that (3.4) holds.
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Proof. P = Nr\Dri has a right coprime factorisation if and only if there exists a 
stable well-posed operator Ci such that
Ci
N r 1
D r l
=  I.
Now suppose that W  is a unit operator and (3.4) holds, then
(3.5)
Cl
Nr2
=  Ci
Nr 1
Dr2 Drl
(3.6)
Hence
(W~1Ci)
N r l
D r2
(3.7)
i.e. (Nr2 iD r2 ) is coprime.
Conversely, suppose that [Nr2 , Dr2 ) is a coprime realisation of P.  Since P  =  
NriD~* = Nr2D~2 , then Nr2 =  Nr\D~  ^Dr2 - Using (3.5) we have
Ci
Nr2
D r2
Cl
Cl
Nr\Dri Dr2
Dr2
Nr 1 
Dr\
(D^Dr  2) =  2.-1
(3.8)
(3.9)
The left side of this equation is well-posed and stable; hence W  =  D~^Dr2 is also well- 
posed and stable and satisfies (3.4). The reverse argument shows that W~l = D~2 Dr 1 
is well-posed and stable, i.e. W  is a unit operator.
Finally, if (Nr2 , Dr2 ) is not coprime, the argument of the previous paragraph yields 
the existence of a well-posed and stable W  satisfying (3.4). •
3.3  N on lin ear left fractional rea lisa tion s
Consider systems defined by a well-posed operator P =  Dj~l Ni :U  —>■ y .  and recall 
that a well-posed operator obeys P(0) =  0. There is much less in the literature about
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left fractional representations of nonlinear systems, P  =  D f 1 Ni, than about right 
fractional representations. For some key results, see [31]. Notice that while in the 
linear case it is possible to obtain results for left realisations by transposition of those 
for right realisations, this is no longer possible in the nonlinear case.
In [26, 27, 28] it is shown that for nonlinear systems a more useful and perhaps more 
fundamental concept than a left realisation is a stable kernel representation. In a sense, 
left factorisation representations are a special case of stable kernel representations.
Recall the Bezout and Set Theoretic definitions of left coprimeness from Section 2.3. 
This section explores the relationship between these two definitions. It also describes 
how one coprime factorisation of a given operator relates to other factorisations that 
may or may not be coprime.
Lemma 3.2 Coprimeness in the Set Theoretic sense implies coprimeness in the Bezout 
sense.
Proof. By assumption, the partial state z € Z s implies that either the input u £ Us 
or the output y E ys where 2 = N/ti = D/y. Equivalently, 2 £ Z u implies that u £ Uu 
and y £ y u. We wish to use this to show that there exists a well-posed, stable operator 
Cr such that
Di Ni Cr =  I. (3.10)
The proof is constructive: we will consider the three different cases that can occur and, 
for each of these cases, construct an operator Cr for which (3.10) holds:
• If 2 £ Z s and u £ U S with Ni u = 2, define
(3.11)
By substituting Cr in the left hand term of (3.10), we observe that the Bezout 
identity holds:
Dt Ni Cr z — Di Ni =  Ni u = z. (3.12)
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• If z £ Z s, u £ U U and y £ y s with D/ y = a, define
Cr z (3.13)
By substituting Cr in the left hand term of (3.10), we observe again that the 
Bezout identity holds:
Di JV, Cr z = Di Ni -  Diy = z. (3.14)
• If z £ Z u, define
Cr z
D f Zl - ii
0
and substitution into the left hand term of (3.10) yields
[dz N i ^ £ r z = ^ D i  Ni j Df lz — z.
(3.15)
(3.16)
By collating these results, we obtain a discontinuous construction of Cr which shows 
that the definition of Set Theoretic coprimeness implies the Bezout definition of co- 
primeness. •
R em ark 3.1 The construction is motivated by ideas of both [2] and [31]. The question 
whether the reverse result holds remains open.
R em ark 3.2 Notice also that the proof of Lemma 3.2 is constructive and the particular 
pair £/r, Vr where Cr =  [Ur Vr\~l is constructed so that either Urz or Vrz is zero for 
many z; in this sense, the construction is quite unlike any construction used in the 
linear case.
Next, we can address the question of the relationship between left coprime realisa­
tions of a given operator using the Set Theoretic definition of coprimeness.
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Lemma 3.3 Suppose P = D ^1 Nu =  Df2l Nn where (Du, Nu) is coprime in the Set 
Theoretic sense. Then (D u , N12) is coprime in the Set Theoretic sense if there exists a 
unit W  with
N i2 = W  Ni 1, Dn = W D n • (3.17)
The only if part does not hold, i.e. (Du, Nu) coprime with (3.17) holding does not 
necessarily imply that W  is a unit.
P roof. Refer to Figure 3.1 while reading the following proof.
Define 7“ as the set of unbounded images of P  that have unbounded pre-images. 
Similarly, 'yf is defined as the set of unbounded images of P  that have bounded pre­
images.
Now, we have y — Df^Nu u, and the partial state z\ =  Duy  = Nuu  where 
(Nu, Du)  are coprime in a Set Theoretic sense. If y £ 7“, then u £ Uu and by the 
coprimeness definitions, z £ Z u. Hence Di 1(7^) H Z \ — 0. Since IF is a unit opera­
tor, W (D u(lu)) °nly contains unbounded signals. This in turn implies that Di2(7“) fl 
Z 2 =  0, i.e. (Nn, Du)  are coprime in a Set Theoretic sense.
To examine why the “only if’ part does not hold suppose that both (Nu, Du) and 
(Nn, Du) are coprime realisations of P. That is, by the Set Theoretic definition of 
coprimeness we have that D/1(7“) n Z \ =  0 and Du(7“) fl Z \ =  0. The operator W  
in (3.17) is defined by
IV  = DitDTi- (3-18)
Note that W  is invertible by invertibility of both Du and Du. Let us define the 
following sets
nu =  y u\(  7 ; u 7?), (3.19)
tti =  Du(r}u) D Z \ , (3.20)
*2 =  Dn(riu) n Z \ . (3.21)
The stable set 7Ti is not necessarily mapped into the stable set 7^ .  It may be partly
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P Du
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 3.3
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mapped into the unstable set . We conclude that W  is not necessarily a BIBO 
operator. Similarly, W ~ l is not necessarily a BIBO operator. This clearly shows that 
W  above is not necessarily a unit operator and that the only if part does not hold. •
The above lemma is easy to establish. By contrast, the following result is compar­
atively difficult to establish.
Lem m a 3.4 Suppose a well-posed nonlinear operator P  has fractional realisations P  = 
DJ^1 N n = DJJ1 Ni2 cmd suppose further there exist well-posed stable operators Ur and 
Vr such that
DnVr + NnUr = X , (3.22)
for a unit X . Define W  by
Ni2 = WN n ,
D n = W D n .  (3.23)
Suppose that Vr is invertible (strict properness of P  is effectively sufficient for this), that 
W  is a unit, and that DnVr, W  and W ~ l are Lipschitz continuous. Then (Di2 ,N n ) is 
coprime in the Bezout sense.
Figure 3.2: Illustration of Lemma 3.f
Proof. Consider the loop in Figure 3.2.
• S tep  1 We shall show that satisfaction of a Bezout identity involving N n , Dn is 
necessary and sufficient for the loop to exhibit BIBO behaviour. Suppose first that 
(3.22) holds. Then
(3.24)ei = n -  NnU r e2 
e2 = r2 + V ~ 1DJ11 e1 (3.25)
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or
DnVr[e2 ~ r2\ = e1 (3.26)
Hence
n  -  NnUr e2 = DtlVr[e2 -  r2]. (3.27)
By the Lipschitz continuity of DnVr, there holds
DtlVr[e2 -  r2] =  Dn Vr e2 +  d{Dn Vr\ e2){ - r 2). (3.28)
It follows from Chapter 2 that d(DiiV'r)(e2)(.) is bounded independently from e2. Then 
from (3.27) and (3.28) we have
(DnVr +  Nn Ur) e2 =  n  -  d(Dn Vr){e2){ - r 2). (3.29)
or
e2 =  X - x[ri -  d(D nVr){e2)( - r 2)] (3.30)
Thus bounded r 1? r2 leads to bounded e2 (and by (3.24) also bounded ei).
Conversely, suppose BIBO behaviour is assumed. Take r2 =  0. Then the above 
calculations show
{DnVr +  NnUr)e2 =  r x (3.31)
(without actually invoking a Lipschitz condition). Since r\ is arbitrary and bounded 
and e2 is bounded by hypothesis, (DnVr +  NnUr)-1 is a BIBO operator.
Now consider the new set-up of Figure 3.3 where W  is a unit operator; in effect, 
Nu  and Du of Figure 3.2 have been replaced by N uW  and D nW  in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Illustration of Lemma 3.4
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•  Step  2. We shall show that if the loop of Figure 3.2 is BIBO, then so is that of 
Figure 3.3 and conversely. To begin, suppose the loop of Figure 3.3 is BIBO, and let 
r1? t2 be two bounded inputs for Figure 3.2. Define inputs f 1? r2 for the scheme of 
Figure 3.3 by
Ö =  W[ri — NiiUr e2] +  WNi\Ur e2,
T2 =  r2.
Since W  is Lipschitz continuous, fi is bounded, irrespective of e2. Now for the loop of 
Figure 3.3, we have
ex =  fx -  e2 =  W D n Vr[e2 -  f 2]. (3.33)
Now use the expression for ri, r2 of (3.32):
W[r1- N llUr e2]+WNi1Ur e2- W N i 1Ure2 =  W D llVr[e2- r 2], (3.34)
Compare this with the following consequence of (3.27):
W ln -N n U r  e2] =  W D n Vr[e2 -  r2]. (3.35)
Evidently, e2 =  e2 is a solution of (3.34), and by uniqueness, it is the only solution. To 
summarise, if rx and r2 are inputs to Figure 3.2, and f i,  r2 are inputs to Figure 3.3 
generated using (3.32), there results e2 =  e2. Since ri, r2 bounded imply f i,  r2 bounded 
(as already observed), which implies e2 bounded (by hypothesis that Figure 3.3 is 
BIBO), we have e2 bounded in Figure 3.2, and then e\ bounded i.e. Figure 3.2 is 
BIBO.
The converse follows by interchanging the roles of W  and W _1, r\ and f\ etc.
• Step  3. The proof is completed as follows:
DnVr +  NnUr =  X  with X  a unit operator
the loop of Figure 3.2 is BIBO stable (Step 1),
^  the loop of Figure 3.3 is BIBO stable (Step 2),
<$=> WDnVr +  WNiiUr is stably invertible (Step 1 again),
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=> (D121N12) =  (WDu, WNn)  is left coprime.
R em ark 3.3 The question of whether an “only if’ result holds remains open.
R em ark 3.4 There is an apparently simple but actually erroneous approach to proving 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose Ur and Vr are BIBO operators such that Du Vr +  Nu Ur =  X  
where X  is a unit. It is not true that this equation implies W  Du Vr +  W  Nu Ur =  W  X  
since W  is nonlinear. Of course, if this equation were true, it would be an immediate 
consequence that (D/2 =  W  Du, Nu =  W  Nu) is coprime in the Bezout sense, as W X  
will be a unit when W  and X  are separately units.
R em ark 3.5 The last comment concerns the incompleteness of yet another result. 
Suppose P  — D^ 2 N12 with (D/2, iV/2) coprime in the Set Theoretic sense. It is obvious 
that for any BIBO W  with W ~ l existing (but not necessarily BIBO), P  =  D ^1 iV/3 
where iV/3 =  W  iV/2,D/3 =  W  D/2. However, it is not true that any realisation gives 
rise to a W  that is necessarily BIBO1.
In contrast, if P =  Dj~2l Ni2 with (D/2, iV/2) coprime in the Bezout sense, then any 
BIBO W  with W ~ l existing defines another realisation P  =  D ^ 1 iV/3 with iV/3 =  WN12, 
D/3 =  W D l2. Whether any realisation P  =  DJ^Niz implies that W  =  DisDf2l is well- 
posed and stable is unknown. (In contrast to the Set Theoretic situation, an example 
with a non-BIBO W  is lacking.)
Despite the fact that under the Set Theoretic definition of coprimeness an arbitrary 
fractional representation of P  cannot be related via a BIBO W to a coprime represen­
tation that is given a priori, we can make the following statement, which is implicit in 
[31]:
lrThe proof of Lemma 3.3 can be easily varied to establish this claim.
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Lemma 3.5 Suppose P = Df3l N& is a left fractional realisation. Then there exists 
a left fractional realisation P = Df2 N 12 which is coprime in the Set Theoretic sense, 
with
Nl3 = W  N t2 , Dt3 = W  D 12 (3.36)
where W  is BIBO.
Proof. The authors of [31] show how to construct a W  such that P =  D~f2 Ni2 is 
left coprime. Although it is not stated in the proof of [31], it is fairly straightforward 
to see that this W  is also BIBO stable by construction. •
3.4 Concluding remarks
Set Theoretic approach Bezout approach
Lemma 3.2
W unit, 
Lemma 3.3
W unit, 
Lemma 3.4
W BIBOLemma 3.5 W BIBO
coprime coprime
(N13, D13) 
left
realisation
(A/3, D13) 
left
realisation
Figure S.f: Connections between the <(Set Theoretic” and the “Bezout” approaches to 
left coprimeness.
Observe Figure 3.4 for a collation of the results presented in this chapter. They show 
the relationship between the Bezout and Set Theoretic definitions of coprimeness for 
nonlinear operators. It also summarises how different factorisations of a given operator 
are related.
C h apter 4
T he H ansen  M ethod : 
P a r t  1
This chapter is concerned with the identification of a nonlinear plant, operating in 
a closed-loop with a stabilising controller. A Youla-Kucera parametrisation is used 
to parametrise the unknown plant, and the closed-loop identification is reduced to a 
conventional open-loop problem. The identification examined in this chapter extends 
the results of [5] and is referred to as the Hansen method.
Given a nominal nonlinear model of a plant Po, and a linear controller C  stabilising 
the nominal model and the true plant P, measurements on the closed-loop system 
involving controller and plant can be used to identify the plant. In this chapter we 
examine the Hansen method for converting the closed-loop identification problem into 
one of open-loop identification using right coprime factorisations. In Chapter 5 we 
examine the same problem using left coprime factorisations.
Recall the difficulties of closed-loop identification for linear plants discussed in Chap­
ter 1. Section 4.1 serves to put the ideas in context by discussing the resolution of the 
linear problem by Hansen et al in [15, 16]. Section 4.2 contains background on an 
extension of the idea to nonlinear plants with linear nominal model and with linear 
controller, for full details see [5]. Section 4.3 discusses new results where the nomi­
nal plant model is also allowed to be nonlinear. This problem is considered with and 
without noise and also in a high SNR situation.
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4.1 Background: Linear System s
Consider the arrangement of Figure 1.1 except that the plant and controller are linear. 
The contribution of [15, 16] serves to replace the closed-loop identification problem 
by a conventional open-loop identification problem; the tool is to use a Youla-Kucera 
parameter to describe the plant. This background section contains a review of the 
multivariable version.
In particular, let C  =  UrV ~l denote a right coprime realisation of the controller; 
thus Ur, Vr are matrices with entries which are stable, proper transfer functions (we 
shall say Ur,Vr £ M (S)). As (Ur,Vr) are coprime there exist D/, Ni for which the 
following Bezout identity holds
D{Vr +  N{Ur =  / .  (4.1)
It is well known that one can also find £//, V;, Nr, Dr £ M (S) such that
Vi Ut 
- N t  Dl
This double Bezout identity implies that the nominal plant given by
P0 =  DJ-1Ni = NrD ; \  (4.3)
is stabilised by
C  =  U rV-1 =  V f 1!/,. (4.4)
If C  and Po are both prescribed with C  stabilising Po> it remains possible to choose 
fractional representations satisfying (4.2).
Suppose C  also stabilises the true plant; then for some R  £ M (S), the true plant has 
a fractional representation (Nr +  VrR)(Dr — UrR)~l . Figure 4.1 shows the arrangement
c?1uQ I 0
i
£___
1 0 I
(4.2)
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(D,-RU j)v
Figure 4-1: Linear plant representation using controller, nominal model of plant and 
Youla-Kucera parameter
of the plant. It can be shown from this figure and (4.2) that
y =  {Nr +  VrR)(Dr -  UrR ) - 'u  +  v.
Now it turns out that when the plant is connected within a closed-loop as in Figure 
1.1, one can show that the quantities a  and ß in Figure 4.1 are given by
a = Uiri +  V/r2, (4.5)
ß = Dig — Niu.
This means that a  and ß are computable from measured quantities, and o; is indepen­
dent of v. Since, as Figure 4.1 implies,
ß = R a + (Di -  RUi)v, (4.6)
with R  known to be stable, the identification of R  using o and ß is a standard open-loop 
identification problem.
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4.2 Background: Nonlinearity in the Youla-Kucera Pa­
ram eter
In [5], much of the above linear thinking is carried across to the nonlinear plant case. 
The nonlinearity enters the plant only via a nonlinear Youla-Kucera parameter.
A linear controller C  and linear nominal model Pq for the plant are assumed. This 
means the Bezout identity (4.2) still holds. Provided the controller C  stabilises the 
true plant P, it is known that a Youla-Kucera parameter R  exists, which is a stable, 
nonlinear causal operator. Using R , the plant P  can be represented as
P = (Nr + VrR)(Dr -  U rR)-1.(4.7)
The introduction of noise is less straightforward. The replacement of Figure 4.1 is 
depicted in Figure 4.2. (The two figures are equivalent if R  is linear, but not in general 
if R  is nonlinear).
As shown in the next chapter the use of Nr, Dr, Ur, Vr in the above analysis and 
Figure 4.1 - all associated with right coprime realisations of linear objects - can be 
replaced by use of Ni, D/, Ui, V\ with modest amendments to the equations and the 
diagram. However, the use of left coprime quantities D\ and Ui associated with the 
noise cannot be replaced by use of right coprime quantities.
4.3 Identification o f Nonlinear Plants under Linear Con­
trol
In this section, we shall retain the linear controller, but we shall allow the nominal 
plant model to be nonlinear. The difficult issues to resolve are those associated with 
the appearance of quantities associated with left coprime realisations - in particular in 
(4-5) end (4-6)- As it turns out, even the scheme of Figure 4.2 has to be abandoned. 
We start by formulating our assumptions.
A ssum ption  4.1 There exist Ur,Vr,Ui,Vi all stable, well-posed operators with Vt,Vr
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-s- D,v
Figure 4-%■ Nonlinear plant representation, using a linear controller, linear nominal 
model of plant and nonlinear Youla-Kucera parameter
both invertible such that the controller is given by
C  = UrV-1 =  Vl~l Ui, (4 .8)
where (Ur , Vr) are right coprime factors of the controller, and (Ui,Vi) are left coprime 
factors of the controller.
The nominal plant model is smoothing. Further, there exist stable well-posed oper­
ators Nr, Dr with Dr invertible, such that
P0 = NrD~l (4 .9)
where (Nr, D r) are right coprime factors of the nominal plant model.
The controller C  is known to stabilise the unknown nonlinear plant P  and the
nonlinear nominal model Pq.
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4 .3 .1  S tab ility  and O perator E x isten ce
As the pair (Nr, Dr) is coprime there exists a bounded operator £/ such that
Ci
Dr
Nr
= I. (4.10)
From Figure 4.3 we can write
Dr - U r W2 r2
Nr Vr Wi r\
(4.11)
As C  is weakly Lipschitz and Po is smoothing it follows that the closed-loop (Po,C) is
well-posed; see Remark 2.2 for further details. Further, as the closed-loop operator has
finite gain the closed-loop system is internally stable.
r -i-i
Thus from (2.1) in Chapter 2,
Dr - U r
exists and is bounded.
_ Nr Vr
We begin by obtaining a Bezout identity, but not a double one. This is a simplified 
version of the nonlinear double Bezout identity in Chapter 2. The simplification occurs 
because only one set of operators is nonlinear.
Figure f.3: Nominal nonlinear model and linear controller forming a stable closed-loop
Lemma 4.1 Adopt the notation and assumptions above. Then (with abuse of notation 
regarding Ui,Vi as operators), W  = ViDr + UiNr has a bounded inverse. Further, if N r 
and Dr are replaced by NrW -1 and DrW~l to form a new fractional description of Po 
there holds (after this replacement)
ViDr +  UlNr =  I. (4.12)
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Remark 4.1 One cannot replace t/j, Vj by W  l Ui,W l Vi without sacrificing the lin­
earity of the operators.
Proof. Recalling that U[, V/ are both linear, apply the operator [Vj Ui] to both sides 
of (4.11). There results
(ViDr +  UiNr)w 2 =  Vir2 +  Uin. (4.13)
Since Ui,Vi is a coprime pair, there exists X r,Yr £ S such that
ViXr +  UiYr = /. (4.14)
Take =  Yrr , r2 =  Arr. Then (4.13) can be rewritten as
(ViDr +  UiNr)w2 =  r. (4.15)
Stability of the nominal plant model in closed-loop with the controller C  implies that 
for all r i , r 2 £ L2  ^ w2 £ L2. Since r £ L2 implies r i , r 2 £ L2, it follows tha t for all 
r £ Z/2 , w2 £ L2. Thus (ViDr +  UiNr) has a bounded inverse. The remainder of the 
lemma is trivial.
Let us therefore suppose that (4.12) holds. •
4.3 .2  D escrib in g  th e  S et o f all P lan ts stab ilised  by a g iven  C ontroller
According to [39], there exists a bounded operator R  such that P = (Nr +  VrR)(Dr — 
UrR)~l . Thus neglecting the noise contribution in Figure 4.2, P  is expressible in terms 
of the fractional description of C  and Po via the arrangement of Figure 4.2.
Our immediate goal is to explain how to take noise into account.
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Figure 4-4: Nonlinear plant represented using a priori data and a Youla-Kucera param­
eter
4 .3 .3  C onverting to  O pen-loop  Identification
Figure 4.4 depicts the nonlinear plant P using a Youla-Kucera parameter, 
from Figure 4.4 that
Dr - U r O iy u
N r V r ß v y - v
Observe
(4.16)
Lemma 4.2 Adopt Assumptions 4-1, with Ui,Vi satisfying (4-12). Using the coprime- 
ness of Ur and Vr, define linear operators Xi,Yi 6 S such that
X lVr + YlUr = I. (4.17)
Then (4-16) can be “solved” as
av =  Uiri+Vir2 -  Uiv, (4-18)
ß v  = - Y lUF X i y A { Y i D r - X i N r){Uirl + Vlr2 - U lv ) - X lv. (4.19)
Proof. Operate on the left of (4.16) with the linear operator [V/ U{\. Since Vf~l Ui = 
UrV ~ l and as the Bezout identity of (4.12) holds, there follows
ctv =  Viu +  Ui(y -  v). (4.20)
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The linear controller ensures that u =  r2 +  C(ri — y) or Viu +  Uiy = Uir\ +  Vir2. Then 
(4.18) is immediate.
Next operate on the left of (4.16) by the linear operator [—Yi Xj\, and use (4.17). 
There results
ßv -  YiDra v +  X\Nrav =  -Y iu + Xfiy -  v),
or
ßv =  YiDrWin +  V n - U iv )
-X iN r{Uirl +  Vir2 -  Uiv) -  Ytu +  Xiy -  X tv. (4.21)
This is (4.19). •
Lemma 4.2 provides us with a nonstandard open-loop identification problem. For 
as Figure 4.4 shows, we have
ßv =  Rav, (4.22)
and a v and ßv are composed of measured signals (rj, r2 , u and y), contaminated by noise 
v. Moreover, the noise enters av (which is not standard), and enters ßv nonlinearly 
(which is also not standard).
In the high SNR case, a more conventional problem can be obtained.
Lem m a 4.3 Adopt Assumption 4-1 and suppose that P is modeled as shown in Figure 
4-4- Suppose further that A D r, ANr and AR represent linearisations of the operators 
Dr, Nr and R around the operating trajectory defined by the input function Uir\ -f V\r2- 
Then neglecting quantities of second order in v, there holds
ß = -Y ,u +  X,y + (YiDr - X , N r)(U,rl + (4.23)
~(Y,ADr -(4.24)
R(Uiri + V,r2) -  ARU,v,
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or
ß = Roi +  w, (4.25)
where
a = Uiri +  Vjr2, (4.26)
ß =  - Y lu +  X i y ^ { Y lDr - X lNr)(Ulrl +  Vir2), (4.27)
w = [(YiADr - X i A N r)Ui +  X i -A R U i]v .  (4.28)
Proof. By direct calculation based on (4.18), (4.19) and (4.22). •
Notice that (4.26) and (4.28) guarantee a and w are independent; (4.26) and (4.27) 
guarantee a  and ß are measurable; and (4.25) apart from the nonlinearity of I?, is 
an equation defining a standard nonlinear identification problem, (stable or bounded 
operator, and measurement noise independent of input).
Remark 4.2 How does this result square up with that of [5]? In [5], it was the case 
that Pq = N rD~l was linear, and we could choose a left coprime realisation DJ~1 Ni 
of Pq with the additional property D(Vr +  N\Ur =  I  (this equation being part of the 
double Bezout identity). This means that in Lemma 4.2, we can replace Xi,Yi with 
Di, Ni and then Y\Dr — X iN r =  0. This yields major simplifications, i.e.
ß =  R(a -  Uiv) +  A u , (4.29)
with
a = Uiri +  V/r2
ß =  Diy — Niu (4.30)
In the high SNR case, these equations become
ß =  Ro< +  (Di — ARUi)v. (4-31)
Thus the scheme of Figure 4.2 is indeed recovered.
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Remark 4.3 Note that this method requires both reference signals to be non-zero; see 
[5] for further details.
The next chapter examines how this identification problem is solved using left co­
prime factorisations.
C h ap ter  5
T h e  H ansen  M ethod : 
P a r t  2
In this chapter, using coprime factorisations of the plant and controller the identifica­
tion of nonlinear time-varying (NLTV) plants operating under nonlinear, possibly time 
varying feedback is investigated. A model of the plant based on the left coprime factors 
of the nonlinear nominal plant and nonlinear controller, and a Youla-Kucera parame­
ter is constructed. When we say that a plant has a “left coprime factorisation based 
description” , we do not mean that it has a left coprime factorisation (P = D f l Ni) as 
such. We mean we can write it in terms of the left coprime factors of the controller and 
nominal plant model. In the linear case this would reduce to give left coprime factors 
of the plant.
Identification of the plant is equivalent to identification of the Youla-Kucera param­
eter, and this observation allows the closed-loop identification problem to be converted 
to one of open-loop identification.
Section 5.1 contains assumptions that are used throughout the chapter; note that 
the notion of differential coprimeness that was introduced in Chapter 2 is used to 
help characterise the model set of the plant. Section 5.2 uses these definitions and 
preliminary results to construct a model of the plant. This is done using left fractional 
descriptions of both the controller and a nominal nonlinear plant stabilised by the 
controller, as well as a stable operator, a Youla-Kucera parameter. It covers both the
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noise free case and then modifies this description to incorporate non-zero measurement 
noise into the system. The section is concluded by depicting how this model can be 
used to identify the plant under a high SNR assumption. In general, identification 
requires r\ and r2 (see Figure 1.1) to be non zero. Section 5.3 contains a numerical 
illustration of the Hansen method using left coprime factorisations. Section 5.4 offers 
concluding remarks.
5.1 The Hansen method using left coprime factorisations
Consider the setting shown in Figure 1.1, where P  is a nonlinear plant to be identified, C 
is a nonlinear controller, and H is a linear stable output measurement noise generating 
system, driven in turn by the zero mean, white, stationary noise process e. It is assumed 
that C  internally stabilises the unknown plant P. While we restrict attention to time- 
invariant C  and P, there would seem to be no difficulty in extending the ideas to the 
time-varying case, as in [5].
In the results that follow in this chapter we will invoke the following assumptions. 
A ssum ption  5.1 The nonlinear plant P is weakly Lipschitz and well-posed.
A ssu m p tion  5.2 (i) The controller C is weakly Lipschitz and there exists Ui, V\, Ur, 
Vr all stable, well-posed operators with Vj, Vr invertible such that
(Ur, Vr) are right coprime factors of the controller that are differentially coprime and 
globally Lipschitz continuous, and (Ui, Vi) are left coprime factors of the controller that 
are globally Lipschitz continuous and uniformly differentially coprime.
(ii) The nominal plant model Po is smoothing, and there exists Ni, Di, Nr, Dr all 
stable, well-posed operators with D\, Dr invertible such that
C  =  UrV~' =  Vl~i Ui. (5.1)
Po =  NrD- 1 =  D f l Ni. (5.2)
(Nr, Dr) are right coprime factors of Pq that are differentially coprime and globally Lip-
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schitz continuous, and (A7/, D{) are left coprime factors of Po that are globally Lipschitz 
continuous and uniformly differentially coprime.
It is further assumed that Ni and Ui are smoothing and D\ and V/ are of the form  
a l  +  S where a l is the scaled identity operator and S  is a smoothing operator.
R em ark 5.1 The assumption that Ni is smoothing will be fulfilled if there is at least 
one integration between the input of P  and its output. A system writable in the form 
of (2.1) with j (x)  = 0 would have Ni smoothing.
R em ark 5.2 Recall Remark 2.8 concerning the structure of Dj.
R em ark 5.3 Since C is weakly Lipschitz and Po is smoothing it follows that the 
closed-loop (Po,C) is well-posed, see Remark 2.2 for further details.
A ssum ption  5.3 The controller C stabilises the nominal plant model Pq.
5.2 Characterisation and Identification o f nonlinear plants 
using a left coprime factor based description
Figure 5.1: Left coprime factorisation based description of P.
This section will show that all nonlinear plants stabilised by a nonlinear controller C 
can be represented by the setting depicted in Figure 5.1, with R a nonlinear BIBO, 
smoothing, well-posed operator known as the Youla-Kucera parameter. Conversely, if
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the setup of Figure 5.1 defines a well-posed, smoothing P  for some BIBO, smoothing, 
well-posed R, then P  is stabilised by C.
As this description involves the left coprime factors of the controller, C, and the 
nominal plant, Po, it will be referred to as a left coprime factorisation based description. 
Note that P  (as opposed to Po) does not always have a left coprime factorisation due 
to the nonlinearity of the operators involved. From Figure 5.1, we can write
Diy = Ntu + R ( V iu -U i ( -y ) ) .  (5.3)
If P, Ui and Ni are linear this reduces to the left coprime factorisation
V = ( D , - m , r l (N, + RV,
However, no such convenient representation may be written down when R, Ui and 
Ni are allowed to be nonlinear. So we turn to the structure described in Figure 5.1. 
The theorems of this section argue that this representation depicts the set of all plants 
stabilised by a given controller and hence shows how the closed-loop identification 
problem can be converted to an open-loop problem in the presence of noise. Section 
5.2 is broken into two parts. The first part treats the noiseless situation, i.e. v = 0. 
The second part treats the case when the noise is no longer zero, and it describes how 
the disturbance can be incorporated into the identification algorithm.
5.2.1 D escrib in g  th e  structure of th e  set o f all p lants stab ilised  by a 
g iven  controller in a noise free se ttin g .
We will use some of the stability and operator existence results set out in Chapter 2 in 
proving the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1 Adopt the assumptions in Section 5.1. Suppose that R is a well-posed, 
bounded operator. Then if R is smoothing, P  is smoothing. Also the closed-loop of 
Figure 5.2 is well-posed and internally stable.
Proof. Firstly, we want to show that if R  is smoothing, then P  is smoothing. Observe 
from Figure 5.1 that if R  is smoothing then, as Ui and V/ are weakly Lipschitz, the
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Figure 5.2: Closed-loop diagram of Figure 1.1 with plant P as in Figure 5.1 and w = 0.
operator (u, y) —>• R(Viu — Ui{—y)) is guaranteed to be smoothing; see Remark 2.2 
for further details. Since TV/ is smoothing then the operator (u, y) —> Niu +  Ra  is 
smoothing; i.e. the operator Z  : [u y]T —> z is smoothing and Figure 5.1 can be 
redrawn as in Figure 5.3. Since D f 1 has the form (al  +  S) where S  is smoothing, it
Figure 5.3: Redrawn Figure 5.1
follows from Remark 2.3 that P  defined in Figure 5.1 is a smoothing operator.
Next we wish to show that the closed-loop of Figure 5.2 is well-posed and internally 
stable. If we redraw Figure 1.1 as shown in Figure 5.4 then the closed-loop will be 
well-posed if Ac  is weakly Lipschitz and P  is smoothing; see Remark 2.2 for more 
details. We have just shown that P  is smoothing, thus we only need to show that Ac  
is weakly Lipschitz. Note that
u =  A c ( n , r 2,y) = r2 +  C (r, -  y). (5.4)
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U " +
Figure 5.f: Closed-loop system of Figure 1.1 redrawn as in Figure 2.1 with e = 0.
Since C  is weakly Lipschitz it follows that Ac  is also weakly Lipschitz. Hence the 
closed-loop in Figure 5.2 is well-posed.
Finally we wish to show that the closed-loop is internally stable. We have already 
demonstrated that it is well-posed so we only need to show that the associated loop 
gain is finite.
Considering Figure 5.1 alone, it is evident that
V/ -U i( - )
-N t Di
(5.5)
Considering Figure 5.2, we see that
V,u -  Ui(-y) Vi{r2 +  u) -  Ui(-y)
Vi(ü) + dVKü)(r2) - U i ( - y )  
Ul( r i - y )  + dVl{ü)(r2) - U l(-y )  
+  dVl{ü)r2 (5.6)
i.e. in (5.5), a = dU ^y^ri  +  d V i^ r 2 is bounded. Since R  is bounded, Ra  is bounded 
also. By Combination 2.4 of Section 2.5, stability of the closed-loop system (Po,C) 
ensures that u , y exists and are bounded. Hence ü = u — r2 and e =  r\ — y are also 
bounded and internal stability follows. •
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It now remains to show the converse result, namely that for a stable (F, C ) inter­
connection, there exists an operator R which is bounded.
Lemma 5.2 Adopt the assumptions in Section 5.1 and suppose the closed loop in Fig­
ure 1.1 is well-posed and internally stable. Then there exists a well-posed, bounded R 
given by
R =  (DiP -  Ni)(Vi — Ui(—P))~l , (5.7)
such that in Figure 5.1
y =  Pu.
Further, if P  is smoothing then R is smoothing.
Figure 5.5: Closed-loop system of Figure 1.1 with true plant P  and w =  0.
Proof. To show that R is a well-posed operator we first have to show that the operator 
(Vi — Ui{—F ))-1 exists. From Figure 5.5, we have
Vi[u — r2) =  Ui(ri -  Pu)
whence
Viu +  dVl{u){ - r 2) =  Ui(-Pu) +  dUi(_y)ri
which implies
Wl -  Ui(-P)} U = dUl{_y)ri -  dVl{u)( - r 2).
From Combination 2.2, [ViDr — Ui(—Nr)]~l exists. Now
[ViDr -  U i(-Nr)] =  [Vi -  Ui(-P)]D , (5.8)
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or
[ViDr -  Uii -Nr^D ; 1 =  [Vi -  Ui(-P)]  (5.9)
Hence, (V) — Ui(—P ))-1 exists. Thus in (5.7), for each a  £ L2e[0,oo), there exists a 
unique Rex that depends causally on a. Further, as iV/, D/, Ui, V) and P  are well-posed 
operators, R is also well-posed.
Next, we must show that R is bounded. With ri, r2 as above and from Figure 5.2, 
we have that Diy  — N\u is bounded since the closed-loop is internally stable. Further
Diy — Niu =  (DiP — Ni)u (5.10)
=  ( D , P - N t)(Vt - U i ( - P ) ) - la  (5.11)
=  Ra. (5.12)
From (5.6) we have
o =  dC//(_y)ri +  dV^ü)r2 (5.13)
As Ui and Vj are left uniformly differentially coprime there exist Mr , Nr such that
dUl{. y)Mr +  dVl{ü)Nr =  Wyü (5.14)
where Wyü is a unit. Thus choosing ^  =  Mrr and r2 =  Nrr , (5.13) becomes
a =  Wyür
Thus from jq and r2 we can make arbitrary a  £ L2 , hence Ra  £ L2 also, i.e. R is 
bounded.
It remains to show that if the R defined by (5.7) is inserted in Figure 5.2, the plant 
P  is obtained. To this end, observe from (5.7) that
(.DiP -  Ni)u =  R{Vi -  Ut(—P))u
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or
DiPu — Niu +  R(Viu — U i(-P)u). (5.15)
In comparison, from Figure 5.2 we have the relationship
Diy = Niu + R (V iu -U i(-y )) .
As the plant in Figure 5.2 is well-posed, each u must give rise to a unique y. From 
(5.15), Pu, constitutes a possible output; hence by uniqueness y = Pu.
Lastly, we will show that in (5.7), if P  is smoothing, R  is smoothing, see Remark 
2.2 for more details.
Since D\ = a l+ S  with S  smoothing, D iP—Ni is smoothing. Also, the operator [Vj — 
Ui(—P)]~l can be constructed as shown in Figure 5.6. It follows from the assumptions
Figure 5.6: The operator [Vj — Ui(—P)] 1.
and Item 5 of Remark 2.2 that the operator [V/ — Ui(—P)]“ 1 : x —> z is well-posed, i.e. it 
follows from the definition of well-posedness that the operator [V/.— Ui(—P)]~l : x —y z 
is weakly Lipschitz.
Therefore it follows from Item 3 of Remark 2.2 that R  is smoothing. •
In summary, we now have
Theorem 5.1 Adopt the assumptions in Section 5.1. Then the closed-loop in Figure 
1.1 is well-posed and internally stable if and only if P has a description of the form of 
Figure 5.1, with R a well-posed, stable, smoothing operator. Further P is smoothing if 
and only if R is smoothing.
Proof. Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 provide the proof for Theorem 5.1.
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5 .2 .2  C onversion to  open-loop  identification  and incorporation  of m ea­
surem en t noise
This section demonstrates how the measurement noise can be incorporated in order to 
enable identification. The conversion to open-loop identification requires a small noise 
assumption (high SNR) so that R may be linearised around its operating trajectory. 
As in [5], it is shown that instead of identifying the plant P, we can identify the Youla- 
Kucera parameter, R.
closed-loop section
Figure 5.7: Rearrangement of the closed-loop system of Figure 1.1.
T h e  id en tifica tion  m eth od
The conversion to open-loop identification that is presented in this chapter is similar 
to the one presented in 4. Refer first to Figure 5.2.
In the noise free case, i.e. with v = 0, there holds
a  =  Viu -  Ui{-y)
=  dUi^y^ri +  d V i^ r2. (5.16)
Also, if ß = Ra, then
ß = -N tu  + Diy. (5.17)
Stability of the closed-loop ensures that o and ß are (in principle) computable 
(boundedly) from r 1? r2 and u, y respectively. It is now possible to identify R  in a
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standard open-loop fashion. The next paragraph examines how to take measurement 
noise into account.
a) In corp oration  o f  m easu rem en t noise
When v ^  0, similar equations hold provided we replace rq and y by rq — v and y — v 
respectively in determining the input and output of R. This can be seen by examining 
Figure 5.7. Put another way, we now have
ßv --- ROiy
with
ocv =  Viu -  Ui(-y  +  u)
=  Vi(r2 +  u) -  Ui(-y +  v)
=  Viü +  dVl(ü)r2 - U i ( - y )  -  dUi(_y)V 
= Ui [(ri -  y)} -I- dVi^r2 -  Ui(-y) -  dUi^y)V 
= dUi^y)ri +  dVl{ü)r2 -  dUt{ry)v
= a - d U i {_y)v (5.18)
ßv =  -N iu  + D i ( y - v )
= -N w  + Diy + dDny^-v)
= ß + dDl{y)(-v) .  (5.19)
As before, a and ß  are given by (5.16) and (5.17) and are effectively measurable. That 
is, the closed-loop identification problem has been transformed into a nonstandard 
open-loop identification problem. From ßv =  Rav we now obtain Figure 5.8.
As in [5] where the conversion process is considered for a nonlinear plant with a 
linear nominal plant model and a linear controller, the noise enters the structure in two 
places. This is opposed to the case where the plant, nominal plant model and controller
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Figure 5.8: Noise incorporated left coprime factorisation based description and conver­
sion to a nonstandard open-loop identification problem.
are all linear. In such a case the noise enters in only one place.
b) C onversion to a standard open-loop identification problem .
Again assuming a high SNR, there exists a linearisation AR  of R  around the trajectory 
produced by the input signal a  which yields
ß  =  äö  +  A Ä (-0 t//(_y)t>) -  0Ztyy)(-v )
=  Roe -  (ARdUi(-y) +  dDi^(- ) )V.
This is of the form
measured signal =  #(known signal) +  noise.
The closed-loop identification problem has been transformed into a standard nonlinear 
open-loop identification problem as shown in Figure 5.9. This method requires both 
reference signals to be non-zero; see [5] for further details.
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8Q$ +AR8U1
Figure 5.9: Conversion to a standard open-loop identification problem.
5.3 Simulations
This section contains a discussion of simulations performed using the Hansen method 
documented in this chapter. We have chosen to illustrate this method with a plant that 
has a nonlinear input backlash followed by linear dynamics. This simulation identifies 
a nonlinear plant {Pn l ) connected in closed-loop with a stabilising controller (C). This 
controller also stabilises a linear nominal model of the plant (Po). This simulation was 
implemented in discrete-time.
The nonlinear plant is described by
Vt =  Pn l ui +  
b
=  -------<j>ut +  vt . (5.20)
2  +  a
where the disturbance signal vt is a zero mean white noise signal of variance a 2 and 0 
is a nonlinear backlash operator defined using the following equations.
pt =  BL(qt ) =
qt -  f  if qt > setpointt- 1 ,
qt +  y  if qt < setpointt-i — width, or
P t - 1 if setpointf-i — width < qt < setpointt~ 1
(5.21)
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qt if qt > setpointt- i,
setpointf =  < qt +  w if qt < setpointt- \  — width, or
setpointf-i if setpointt- \  — width < qt < setpointt~\
(5.22)
P
j slope
q
Figure 5.10: Diagram relating relative movement of input and output
Figure 5.10 demonstrates the relative movement of the input of the backlash, q, and 
the output of the backlash, p. Where
• width (tu): is the length of the backlash deadzone,
•  slope (s): is the slope of both curves, here s =  1; i.e. when the input is moving 
in contact with the output they have the same speed.
• setpoint: a backlash element has memory. The setpoint is chosen to be the point 
where the current position of the deadzone meets the curve on the right of the 
backlash.
Here we have taken the following plant parameters a =  0.2, b =  0.5 and w =  0.1.
The stabilising controller C  is the one degree of freedom linear controller
i.e. in Figure 1.1 of Chapter 1, n  =  | ,  r 2 =  § and C =  I. Thus, the left coprime 
factors of the controller are (without loss of generality), V\ =  /  and Ui =  / ,  i.e.
ut =  ~Vt +  r t , (5.23)
ut =  —Vt 1Uiyt +  rt. (5.24)
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The nominal plant model has a left coprime factorisation given by
Po = D ; lNi (5.25)
where
(5.26)
(5.27)
with I/I < 1. Here we have chosen d =  0.1, e =  0.6 and /  =  0.7. This choice of (Ni, Di) 
satisfies the Bezout identity NiUi -T D{Vi = I  when /  =  d + e. This is a requirement of 
the Hansen method and implies that Pq is stabilised by C.
no distinction between left and right fractions. However one cannot express P/vz, as 
[Np(j))D~l , or (<f)Np)D~1, or something of this character; i.e. for the nonlinear system, 
the left fractional representation is important with Pnl  =  D~X{NV4>).
We construct the plant in terms of left coprime factors of the linear controller, 
the linear nominal plant model, and a nonlinear operator known as the Youla-Kucera 
parameter (R ). Identifying this parameter is equivalent to identifying the plant with 
the advantage that it can be written as an open-loop identification problem.
Recall from Figure 5.1, that one can calculate oc and ß from the data collected on 
the real plant. These signals are of interest in the open-loop-like identification of the 
Youla-Kucera parameter. They are given by
Of course, Di and Ni commute, so we have P q = NiDt *, and in a sense, there is
a  =  (Uiri +  V)r2), 
ß =  -N iu  +  Diy.
(5.28)
(5.29)
where ß = Ra  +  AR ( - d U i^ y^v) -  d D i^ ( - v )  in a high SNR situation.
The reference signals r\ — r2 =  \  were chosen to be known filtered unit variance and 
zero mean white noise signals independent of the process disturbance signal v. Note
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that this corresponds to an input signal u that is of similar magnitude to the backlash 
width, w. With an input signal of much greater magnitude than w this quantity would 
be hard to identify, the effect of the nonlinearity being swamped by the signal; if u is 
of smaller magnitude there will also be a problem.
For identifying the Youla-Kucera parameter we have used the a model structure
ß{9) =  R(0)a =  R(a, 6, w)a, (5.30)
where
R(0) =  (D,P(0) -  N,)(V, +  U , P ( 0 ) ) ~ \ (5.31)
and
P(0) =  (5.32)
where 4>{w) is the backlash defined in (5.21) with w replaced by w. Here the parameter 
vector is
0=[a,6,u>]. (5.33)
i.e. three parameters are identified. Note that in (5.31) the Youla-Kucera parameter 
is parametrised using the parameters of the plant model. Similar issues have been 
investigated in [7] in a linear context.
We now have ß  from the actual system, and ß{6) calculated from a  and the latest 
estimate of the parameter vector 9.
Parameter estimates are found by minimising the cost function given by
v n w  = -  m f (5.34)
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with respect to the parameter vector 6 using a steepest descent method.
To minimise (5.34) with respect to the model parameter vector 0, 
that one can iteratively seek a solution 9 to
vnW = - ^T , (  ß-ß
by taking steps in the negative gradient direction
0[»+i] =  0 [ i ] - 7 i ß r % w -
It is worthwhile recalling that (5.36) is a batch mode type of adjustment, 
one can see that it is necessary to compute ß'(0). We can rewrite (5.30)
m  =  {DiP{ß) -  Nt)z{9)^
z{0) =  Vl- l a - C P ( 0 ) z { 9 ) .
The jth  component of the derivative ß ’{0) for j  =  1,2,3 is given by
& # )  =  - N lz't3(0) + D l (P(e)z'(>J{e) +  p'ei ( 9 ) m ) ,  
= -C(P(e)z')}(0) +  P^(9)z(0))-
where
with
H w
- b
(z +  a)2 
—z +  a
fa
b 5<j) 
z +  d Sw'
6(j)
Sw
— \  if qt > setpoint^ i,
\  if qt < setpointf-i — width , or 
0 if setpointt - 1  — width < qt < setpointt~i
, is standard
(5.35)
(5.36)
From (5.35), 
is
(5.37)
(5.38)
(5.39)
(5.40)
(5.41)
(5.42)
(5.43)
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Number of Iterations Number of Iterations
Figure 5.11: Parameter Estimates versus Number of Iterations when cr2 = 0 and o2 — 
0.000005 respectively and w = 0.1, a = 0.2 and b =  0.5; w (— ), a (— ), b (•••).
Note that there are some simplifications made in these calculations because of the 
linearity of the controller. Similar results also hold in a nonlinear setting.
Using the previous closed-loop system, we have generated a data set {r, u, y} with 
signals of length N  = 2000. We started with initial parameter estimates
8[0] = [d[0] 6[0] w[0]] = [0.1 0.4 0]. (5.44)
When the simulation was run in a noise free situation the parameter estimates converged 
to the true values. Due to the type of nonlinearity implemented, the identification 
process was very sensitive to noise. Figure 5.11 shows the results when there is no 
noise (<r2 =  0) and when the noise level is increased slightly (cr2 =  0.000005). The 
accuracy of the final parameter estimates decreases with cr2 increasing (SNR decreasing) 
as predicted earlier in the chapter.
5.4 Concluding Remarks
This chapter has considered the identification of a nonlinear plant operating in a closed- 
loop with a linear controller. Factorisation based structures have previously been de­
rived to help convert the underlying closed-loop identification problem to one that is 
essentially that of open-loop identification. Many of the results are analogous to those 
in [1, 5, 21]. In particular, the requirement for high SNR is still present. This chapter
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extends the forays into this area by allowing the nonlinearity to enter the plant model 
through the nominal plant model and the controller as well as via the Youla-Kucera 
parameter.
C h apter 6
T w o-S tep  and  C oprim e F acto r 
M eth o d s
This chapter examines two closed-loop identification methods referred to as the Two- 
Step method and Coprime Factor method. These methods have been investigated in 
the linear case, see [10, 34, 35]. This chapter extends the earlier work to encompass 
nonlinear systems. Recall the setting shown in Figure 1.1, where P  is a nonlinear plant 
to be identified, C  is an unknown nonlinear controller.
The idea behind the Two-Step method described in [34] is to identify one of the 
closed-loop operators through a high order linear model in an open-loop fashion and 
to use it in the second step to simulate a noise free input signal for an open-loop like 
identification of the plant F. This idea is only applicable for a stable plant operating 
in a stable closed-loop. Section 6.1 extends the Two-Step identification method by 
allowing the plant and controller to be nonlinear.
The Coprime Factor method described in [36] identifies a pair of right coprime 
factors of the plant in an open-loop fashion. Unlike the Two-Step method the plant 
may be unstable. Section 6.2 documents the nonlinear extension of the Coprime Factor 
method of [36].
Notice that both these methods as well as the Hansen scheme in Chapters 4 and 5 
deal with noise entering the system under a high SNR assumption. We will also require 
that the output of the closed-loop system is a smooth function of both the reference
81
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signal and the disturbance signal. Without this assumption the analysis is much more 
involved.
6.1 Two-Step m ethod for Nonlinear System s.
This method first estimates the operator from the external inputs [ri r2]T to the input 
of the plant u. This gives rise to a noise free estimate of the plant input, ur. In the 
second step of this method, the operator from ur to the plant output y is estimated to 
obtain a model of the plant. We will make the following assumption.
Assum ption 6.1 The closed-loop of Figure 1.1 is internally stable and the closed-loop 
operators are smooth functions of both reference signals and the disturbance signal.
A ssum ption 6.2 The plant P  is well-posed and stable.
A ssum ption 6.3 The data is collected under a high SNR assumption while the non­
linear controller C is operating.
A ssum ption 6.4 The data includes one or both of the reference signals r\ and r2 that 
are measured in addition to u and y.
A ssum ption 6.5 We also have the following restrictions on C
•  I f r\ is not available for measurement, C must be a known stably invertible oper­
ator to recover r\ = y -f C~l (u — r2).
•  If  r2 is not measured, C must be a known stable operator in order to reconstruct 
r2 = u -  C (ri -  y).
•  When both r\ and r2 are measured there is no restriction on C .
6.1 .1  S tep  1: Identification  of th e  sen sit iv ity  fu nction
In the general case when the reference signals r\ and r2 are non-zero, we have the 
following relation between the signals u , r 1, r2 and v:
u = F0{ri,r2,v) (6. 1)
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where Fo is some stable operator existing by internal stability of the closed-loop system. 
Under a smoothness assumption on the operator Fo and a small signal assumption on 
v and with AFov(r\, r2, 0) the linearisation of Fo in response to a perturbation in v 
around the operating trajectory produced by r1? r2 and v =  0, we have that
u =  F0{ru r2) -f AFOv(r i,r 2,0)u (6.2)
Since [ri r2]T and v are uncorrelated signals and u and [rx r2]T are available for com­
putation, it follows that we can (in principle) obtain an estimate Fo of Fo using a 
Multiple-Input-Single-Output open-loop identification.
Using Fo we can also obtain an estimate Ärhr2 of wri,r2 =  Po(ri>r2) with
urur2 =  F0(ru r2) (6.3)
Note that by definition firi,r2 is uncorrelated with the process disturbance signal v.
6 .1 .2  S tep  2: O p en -loop  like identification  of th e  P lant
The second step uses the simulated noise free input signal for an open-loop like iden­
tification of the plant using the output that was measured in Step 1. From Figure 1.1 
we have
y =  Pu +  v. (6-4)
By substituting (6.1) into (6.4) we obtain
y =  PF0(r1, r 2,v)  +  v (6.5)
Again, under a smoothness assumption on PFq and a small signal assumption on v 
and with A[FFo]v(ri, r2, 0) the linearisation of PFo in response to a perturbation in v 
around the operating trajectory produced by rx, r2 and v =  0, we have that
y =  PFo(ru r2) +  &[PFo]v( r i , r 2, 0 ) v + v , (6 .6)
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Substituting the noise free estimate ur of Fo(ri,r2 ) that was found in Step 1 gives
y ~  Puri,r2 +  A[PFo]v{ri,r2,0)v +  v. (6.7)
The last equality follows from stability of P  and the smoothness assumption of the 
nonlinear closed-loop operators. These two assumptions are equivalent to a small signal 
BIBO stability assumption, i.e. we assume that a small perturbation in the reference 
(or input) signal produces a small perturbation in the output signal.
Since urijr2 and v are uncorrelated and since y and urilr2 are available for compu­
tation, it is possible to obtain an estimate P  of P  in an open-loop fashion.
R em ark 6.1 This procedure will be greatly simplified when one of the reference signals 
rq or T2  equals zero. Note that if ri equals zero, Fo represents the sensitivity operator 
So of the closed-loop system, i.e. (6.2), (6.3), (6.6) and (6.7) reduce to
u =  Sor2 +  ASou(r2,0)u, 
f t r 2  —  * ^ 0 ^ 2 ?
y =  P 50r2 -|- A[F5o]v(r2,0)u-|-u,
~  Pür2 +  A[PS0]t,(r2,0)u +  v. (6.8)
Similar simplifications occur when r2  equals zero. In such a case Fo represents the 
complementary sensitivity operator To of the closed-loop system.
R em ark 6.2 If the controller C  is linear, we can without loss of generality restrict 
attention to the case with r2  =  r and rq =  0. If P  and C  are linear, the linear theory 
described in [34] is captured.
R em ark 6.3 In the linear case, a high order model structure is used to estimate the 
sensitivity function in Step 1, so that when this estimate is used in Step 2, the simulated 
noise free input is as accurate as possible. This might give rise to difficulties in the 
nonlinear case for computational reasons.
R em ark 6.4 Note that this method can tackle both the situation where one of the 
signals rq or r2 is non-zero or where both rq and r2 are non-zero. This is in contrast with
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the Hansen method described in Chapters 4 and 5 where both rq and r2 are required 
to be non-zero.
R em ark  6.5 Once the identification process has been completed it is wise to include 
a post identification validation step as in reality the operators may not be satisfactorily 
linearisable. This involves checking that all the assumptions were satisfied, i.e. that 
the nonlinearity in the system has not amplified the noise signal in such a way that it 
would interfere with the previous analysis.
R em ark  6.6 In the previous derivations, we have linearised nonlinear closed-loop op­
erators around their operating trajectory making a small signal assumption on the 
noise and a smoothness assumption on the closed loop operators. We refer the reader 
to [8] for more details on such smoothness assumptions and a full treatment of the 
linearisation problem. Note that similar equations would have been obtained instead 
by imposing a Lipschitz continuity assumption on these operators.
6 .1 .3  S im ulation  exam ple
In this section, we illustrate the results of the Two-Step method. We consider a nonlin­
ear system operating in closed-loop with some two degree of freedom linear controller. 
The nonlinear system is described by
yt
q 1 (1 + big *)
1 +  ai q~l +  a2 q~2
DZ (ut) +  vt (6.9)
where DZ is a nonlinear deadzone operator defined using the following equations
u(t) — dp if ut > dp 
~DZ(ut) =  < 0 if -dm < u t < dp
Ut T dm if Ut ^  dm
( 6 . 10)
with |&i| < 1, dm > 0 and dp > 0. The disturbance signal is modeled as follows
1 +  ci q 1 + c2q 1 
1 +  ai q~l -f a2 q~l
(6 . 11)
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where et is zero mean white noise of variance a2. The linear controller is the optimal two 
degree of freedom minimum variance controller for the linear system that is obtained 
from (6.9) by setting both dm and dv to zero, i.e.
ut =  Cr{q l ) r t - C y { q  l ) y t , (6.12)
^  l  +  cxq-1 + c 2q~l
r[q ] 1 +  M " 1
(6.13)
^  (ci -  ai) +  (c2 -  a2) q~l
v[q } l  +  M " 1
(6.14)
Here, we have taken the following plant parameters
bl = -0 .9 , ai = -1 .5 , a2 =  0.7,
C l = -1 , C2 = 0.2, dp =  0.7,
dm — 0.2, a 2 = 0.3,
but of course these values are not provided to the identification algorithm but rather 
are to be identified, nor is the identification algorithm provided with the information 
as to how the controller is designed, though the algorithm is provided with the transfer 
functions Cr and Cy defining the controller. The reference signal rt was chosen to be 
a known unit variance and zero mean white noise signal independent of the process 
disturbance signal vt . Note that this corresponds to an input signal ut that is of 
the same order of magnitude as dp and dm. With an input signal of much greater 
magnitude than dp and dm, these quantities would be hard to identify, the effect of the 
nonlinearity being swamped by the signal; if ut is typically of much smaller magnitude, 
there is obviously also a problem. Using the previous closed-loop system, we have 
generated a data set {rt, w*, yt} with signals of length N  =  2000.
For the identification of the plant itself, we have used the following model structure
y t (0)  =
q 1 (l  +  92q *) 
i +  #3 ?_1 +  04 q~2
DZ(ut) (6.15)
where DZ is defined as in (6.10) with dp and dm, respectively, replaced by 05 and 9q.
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Estimates of the parameters where obtained by minimising
=  (6-16)
t=1
with respect to 0 using a steepest descent method. Using the previously defined data 
set, we have applied two strategies:
S trategy  I: direct standard open-loop identification, i.e. we have used the data set 
{u t , yt} as if it had been collected in open-loop.
Strategy  II: modified Two-Step method where ur is obtained by using the sensitivity 
operator that is obtained by interconnecting the model (6.15) in feedback with the 
controller (6.12). The feedback loop was simulated with reference signal rt and with 
the parameters identified using Strategy I, i.e. there is some approximation involved 
here.
We have obtained the following results
True
values
Initial
values
Strat. I 
{u ,y }
Strat. II 
{wr,y}
01 1 1 0.82 1.02
02 -0.9 -0.2 -0.88 -0.87
03 -1.5 -1.3 -1.44 -1.50
04 0.7 0.5 0.64 0.74
05 0.7 0 0.62 0.67
06 0.2 0 0.15 0.22
VN(0) 0.41 0.31
Table 6.1: Identification cost and identified parameters using a one step procedure and 
a modified Two-Step method.
Table 6.1 shows the results of estimating P  with both procedures. In Figure 6.1, 
we have compared the magnitude Bode plots of the linear part of the identified models. 
The results clearly show the degraded performance of the direct identification scheme, 
i.e. this scheme is unable to produce bias free estimates because the noise dynamics are 
not modeled. The indirect Two-Step method gives more accurate results for the linear
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part of the (6.9). Note that the parameters characterising the nonlinear part of the plant 
could also be identified more accurately with the modified Two-Step methods although 
the smoothness assumption on P  is not satisfied here. The use of a nonlinear model 
structure for the direct identification of the sensitivity will most probably improve the 
identification accuracy of the parameters and the applicability of the method in general. 
Note that the use of complicated model structures like neural nets for the first step of 
the Two-Step procedure is not a drawback here since their use is only in the generation 
of a noise free estimate ur.
Figure 6.1: Amplitude Bode plots of the linear part of the nonlinear system (6.9) (— ) 
and estimates of this same transfer function obtained using a one step method (• • -) and 
a modified Two-Step method (— )•
6.2 Right Coprime Factor identification for Nonlinear Sys­
tem s
In the Coprime Factor method we can easily find a right factorisation of the plant. One 
factor is identified as the operator from [ri rf\ to u, the other factor is the operator 
from [ri rf\ to y. By introducing data filters we can identify right coprime factors from 
the original factorisation.
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Consider the system depicted in Figure 1.1. Adopt Assumptions 6.1, 6.3, 6.4. Note 
that we no longer require the plant to be stable. In addition we will also adopt the 
following assumption.
A ssu m p tion  6.6 Either one of the reference signals r\ or r2  is zero or the reference 
signals ri and r<i are filtered versions of the same signal r, i.e. r\ — N r and r2  =  D r  
where (N , D ) is a coprime pair.
6 .2 .1  Id en tifica tio n  o f th e  r ight fa c to rs  o f  P
We will now show that it is possible to generalise the closed-loop identification scheme of 
[36] to the nonlinear case. Using measurements of u and y together with measurements 
or reconstructions of r \  or/and r2 , we can identify the closed-loop relations in an open 
loop fashion.
Recall from Step 1 of the Two-Step method that we can write
u =  F0(ri, r2) +  AF0v(ri, r2,0)u. (6.17)
Recall also that from Step 2 of the Two-Step method that we can write
y =  PF0(ri,r2) +  A[PFo]v(ri,r2,0)t; +V . (6.18)
From (6.17) we can obtain an estimate of Fo(rl5r2 ) and from (6.18) we can obtain an 
estimate of P F o(ri,r 2 )
The corresponding right factorisation of P  that can be estimated in this way is the 
factorisation (PFo,Fo); i.e. y =  (PFq)Fq 1. However, similar to the linear case shown 
in [36], this is only one of many factorisations of P  and there is no guarantee that this 
factorisation is coprime.
6 .2 .2  Id en tifica tio n  o f  r igh t c o p r im e  fa cto rs  o f  P
We will now introduce auxiliary signals that will allow us to find a right coprime 
factorisation of P  from the simple right factorisation found in the previous section.
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Suppose that
xi = Firu
x2 =  F2r 2 (6.19)
with Fi, F2 fixed stable and invertible operators; then one can rewrite the system 
equations of (6.17) and (6.18) as
u =  F ofF f1 z i , F 2- 1  x 2 ) +  AFOv(ri,r2,0)v, 
y =  FF 0( F f 1Xi,F2_1x2) +  A[FFo]v( r i , r 2,0)u  +  u.
We shall show below that when C  is either
• linear,
•  nonlinear but stable, or
• nonlinear but stably invertible,
then the introduction of appropriate filters allows us to identify a right coprime fac­
torisation of a nonlinear plant in an open-loop fashion.
6 .2 .3  D esign  of th e  d ata  filters Fi and F2
We will now examine the process for designing the data filters when the controller is 
linear (the first case mentioned above). Suppose that the linear controller C  has left 
coprime factorisation C  =  V f 1^ .  The plant P  is allowed to be nonlinear and has a 
right coprime factorisation P = NrDJT1, i.e. there exists a BIBO operator Ci for which
Ci
Nr
Dr
=  / .
Consider Figure 6.2. Using the linearity of Ui, VJ
( 6 .20)
m Vi[Dr n -  r2\ 
V[Dr n -  Vi r2, (6 .21)
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Figure 6.2: The closed-loop system
and also
m = Ui[ri — Nr n — v]
= Ui ri -  UiNr n -  Uiv. (6 .22)
Combining (6.21) and (6.22) yields
n = W - 1{Ul rl + Vl r2 - U l v] (6.23)
where W  = UiNr +  ViDr is a unit by internal stability of the closed loop system.
From Figure 6.2 we have:
u = Drn ,
y =  Nrn + v. (6.24)
Substituting (6.23) into (6.24) we get
u = DrW-^Uin  + V, r2 -  £/,«], 
y = N r W ^ ty i  ri +  Vi r 2 -  Ui t)] +  v. (6.25)
Under a smoothness assumption on the closed-loop system and a small signal assump­
tion on u, define AY^ri, r 2 , 0) and AC/v(ri, r 2 , 0) to be the linearisations of the closed- 
loop operators in response to a perturbation in v around the operating trajectories 
produced by 7*1 , r 2 and v = 0. From now on we will use AYv as a shortened form of 
Ay*,(ri, r2, 0) and AUv as a shortened form of A t/W(ri, r 2, 0). Thus
u =  DrW -1[t/,ri +  V; r 2]+  AU
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y -  NrW 1[Uiri +  Vir2] +  AYv v +  v.
Introducing the filters F\ and F2 from (6.19) we obtain
u =  DrW - 1[UiF~1xl + Vl F^1x2] + AUv v, 
y = NrW - l [UiF~1xl +  ViF~1x2] + AYv v +  v.
•  Let us consider the case where r\ =  Fl xxi =  0. The closed-loop relations reduce 
to
u =  DrW ~l(V,F2- ‘ i 2) +
y =  NrW - 1{V,F^1x2) +  AYv v + v
which can be used to provide an open-loop estimate for a right coprime factori­
sation of P. Indeed, it is easy to see that
Nr NrW - 1 (V,F2- 1)
Dr DrW ( V , F p )
(6.26)
is a right factorisation of P  if and only if V)F2 1 is a stable operator. This same 
factorisation is right coprime if and only if
F2 =  WVi , (6.27)
with W  a unit operator. Indeed, premultiplication by the stable operator WCi of 
(6.26) yields V/F2-1 . The choice (6.27) implies that this quantity is a unit operator 
and that the right factorisation of (6.26) is coprime. Conversely, if (6.26) is a right 
coprime factorisation then exists a unit operator W  such
Nr NrW ~l
Dr D r W - 1
W
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which implies (6.27) with W  = W  1. Refer to Chapter 3 for a full discussion of 
the relationship between different factorisations of a given operator.
• A similar reasoning process in the case where r-i — F ^ l x 2 =  0 shows that
Fi =  WUi, (6.28)
with W  a unit operator, is a necessary and sufficient condition to produce a right 
coprime factorisation
N rW ~ l UiF~l 
DrW ~ l UiFT1
of P. Here, we have to restrict attention to the case where U[ is square, Le. the 
number of inputs u and number of outputs y are equal.
• Let us now assume that F\ = 1, F2 =  1, n  =  A r and =  B r. The closed-loop 
equations reduce to
u = DrW ~ 1[UiB+ViA]r + AUv v, 
y =  NrW ~ l [UiB+ViA\r + &Yv v+v.
It can easily be seen that if A and B  have been chosen such that UiB +  V/A is a 
unit and, provided that u , y and r are available for computation, one can estimate 
a right coprime factorisation of P  using open-loop identification techniques.
Remark 6.7 When C  is a known nonlinear stable operator, one can without loss of 
generality choose a left coprime factorisation with Ui — C  and Vj =  1. Then, assuming 
that rq =  0, it is easy to show that, under a small signal assumption on v and a 
smoothness assumption on the closed-loop operators, the equations reduce to
u =  Dr{Dr - U i ( - N r)]-1ri + AUv v, 
y =  Nr[Dr - U , ( - N r)]-1r2 + Ay„t> +  t>.
This allows an open-loop like identification of right coprime factors of P. The filter F2
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can be chosen to be any unit operator. Similarly, if C is a nonlinear, stably invertible 
operator and r2 equals zero, one can choose Ui =  I and V/ =  C~l without loss of 
generality. Again, we have to resrict attention to the case where C  is square. Using 
small signal arguments, one obtains the following closed-loop equations
u =  Dr[ViDr +  Nr]'1 rq +  AUV v,
v =  Nr[ViDr + Nr] - 1 r, +  AYVv +
Again, it is possible to estimate a right coprime factorisation of P  using open-loop like 
techniques. We can choose any unit operator for Iq .
R em ark 6.8 It is not clear how to select the data filters Fi or F2 in the general case, 
i.e. when C  can be nonlinear, unstable and/or non minimum phase.
R em ark 6.9 In the linear case, the remaining freedom in iq and F2 can be used to 
estimate normalised coprime factors, i.e. the liberty in choosing the unit operator W  
is used to construct a normalised coprime factorisation of P. We refer the reader to 
[36] for more details. Similar ideas could be applied in the nonlinear case. We refer the 
reader to [37] for more details on normalised coprime factorisations in the nonlinear 
case.
6.3 Summary
This chapter has examined two methods for the approximate identification of a non­
linear open-loop plant on the basis of closed-loop data. The first method is an indirect 
Two-Step method based on the identification of the sensitivity operator of the closed- 
loop system. The second method identifies the right coprime factors through an identi­
fication of the sensitivity and the complementary sensitivity operator of the closed-loop 
system. The next chapter discusses another method for closed-loop identification.
C h a p te r  7
G ra d ie n t ex p ressio n s fo r a  
c lo sed -lo o p  id en tif ic a tio n  sch em e 
w ith  a  ta ilo r-m a d e
p a ra m e tr is a t io n
Another approach to closed-loop identification of linear systems that has received less 
attention than the linear versions of the methods in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 has been 
examined in [38]. Such an approach had already been mentioned as an exercise in 
[23]. Further references include [9, 19, 23]. In [38], Van Donkelaar and Van den Hof 
consider the closed-loop identification of a linear system subjected to a linear controller 
by minimisation of a closed-loop criterion, using a tailor-made parametrisation of the 
plant. The method uses knowledge of the controller; it minimises an error between the 
closed loop transfer functions of the true closed-loop and the model closed-loop. The 
main result of this reference is to show that, provided the model order is higher than 
the order of the controller, the parameter set is connected. This chapter also provides 
consistency results and gradient expressions.
Here, the same closed-loop matching criterion found in [38] is used with a tailor- 
made parametrisation, but this chapter extends the results in two ways. First, in the 
linear case, we show that the gradient signals of [38] can be generated very simply
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on closed loop simulation models. This observation then leads us to show that this 
simulation method for the computation of the gradients can be extended to apply to 
nonlinear systems and/or systems with nonlinear controllers.
The ideas in this thesis heavily rely on data-driven model-free control design meth­
ods that have recently been proposed in [6, 17, 30]. Indeed, we treat closed-loop identi­
fication with a tailor-made parametrisation as a dual of direct controller optimisation.
The organisation of the chapter is as follows. In Section 7.1, we describe the problem 
at hand. In Section 7.2 we present expressions of the gradient signals in the linear case. 
Section 7.3 considers the general case where both the plant and the known controller 
are possibly nonlinear. Section 7.4 presents consistency results in the nonlinear case. 
In Section 7.5, we present some numerical simulations. We conclude in Section 7.6.
7.1 General problem setting
The true system is the Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) nonlinear time-invariant sys­
tem described by
where P  is an unknown causal nonlinear operator. The restriction to scalar plants is 
not essential, but notationally convenient.
• u is the control input signal,
• y is the achieved output signal, and
• v is a process disturbance signal that is allowed to enter the system nonlinearly. 
The input signal is determined according to a known controller
• r is an external reference which is assumed to be quasi-stationary and uncorrelated
S  :y = P(u, v) (7.1)
C :u = C(r,y). (7.2)
with v.
• The controller C  is a causal nonlinear operator of both r and y.
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The closed-loop operator from measured reference signal r to measured output 
signal y, as defined in Figure 7.1, can be written as follows,
y = T0(r, ti). (7.3)
Figure 7.1: The actual loop
7.1.1 C losed -loop  identification  w ith  a ta ilor-m ade p aram etrisation
The basic idea is that the closed-loop operator from the reference signal r to the output 
signal y is identified using a parametrised output predictor
y{0)=f(9,r)(7.4)
obtained from the feedback interconnection of an open-loop plant model
M  : y(0) = P(9, u) (7.5)
for P , parametrised by a vector 0 € Do C lRn where Do is some prescribed domain, 
and the possibly nonlinear controller C in (7.2). Adopt the following assumption.
Assum ption 7.1 The output predictor (7.4) or, equivalently, the loop in Figure 7.2 
has the BIBO and smoothness properties of the true closed-loop system, for all values 
of 6 € De.
Remark 7.1 Note that, unless an explicit temporary assumption is made to the con­
trary, it is not assumed that the true system (even without noise) is in the model
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set.
Assum ption 7.2 The closed-loop system of Figure 7.1 is BIBO stable.
Assum ption 7.3 The plant, the model, the controller and all closed-loop operators 
are smooth functions of the reference signal, the input signal, the output signal and the 
disturbance signal.
Remark 7.2 Assumption 7.3 is useful because the work in this chapter makes use 
of linearisations of some nonlinear operators around their operating trajectories. As­
sumption 7.3 means that if the closed-loop operator is linearised around any (stable) 
trajectory, the resulting linear system is BIBO stable. The reader is referred to [8] for 
more details on such smoothness assumptions and a full treatment of the linearisation 
problem.
Remark 7.3 Note that, as opposed to the nonlinear methods described in Chapters 
4 and 5, there is no restriction on the Signal-to-Noise-Ration (SNR) when using the 
method; consistency however may require a high SNR as discussed later. Also, all 
signals can either be continuous or discrete in time.
r
C(r,m)
m
P(e,u)
m
Figure 7.2: The simulation loop
Suppose that a data set {r, y } has been collected on the actual system of Figure 7.1. 
The problem that is addressed in this chapter is the one of selecting the model for P  
in the set (7.5) that best explains this data set in a closed-loop sense.
We make use of the identification criterion
V* W  =  2 ^ £ [ £ ( * ' “ <' W ) ] 2 -
(7.6)
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Here L can be any causal BIBO stable design operator. Besides the intuitively rea­
sonable aspect of (7.6), it is shown in [38] that this criterion allows a consistent iden­
tification of a linear plant under linear feedback, when the input-output dynamics are 
in the model set. Section 7.3 gives some insight on how this result generalises when 
both the plant and the controller are allowed to be nonlinear. In any case, the linear 
consistency result adds greater weight to the selection of the identification criterion 
(7.6). The reader is referred to [11] for variance considerations in the linear case.
Note that, provided the input signal u is measured, the generalisation to the non­
standard identification criterion
V j vW  =  2^  E  {[Ly(y -  t i W ) ] 2 +  A [ U u  -  Ä ( 0 ) ) ] 2 }
that was introduced by the authors of [43] is straightforward. Again, Ly and Lu are 
causal BIBO stable design operators.
The preceding parameter estimation problem is typically solved using gradient 
search techniques such as Gauss Newton; see [23] for a discussion on initial estimates, 
convergence, local minima, etc. A discussion on the connectedness of the set of all 
models (7.5) stabilised by the controller (7.2) in the linear case is contained in [38].
To minimise (7.6) with respect to the model parameter vector 0, it is standard that 
one can iteratively seek a solution for 9 to
VJW ) = ~ E [ ( y - y W ) » ' W ] = 0  (7-7)
iV t=  1
by taking steps in the negative gradient direction
e[* +  l] =  # [ i ] - 7 , / J - 1 (7.8)
where V^{9) and y'(0), respectively, denote the gradient of Vn (9) and y(9) with respect 
to 9, and where Ri is some appropriate positive definite matrix, typically an estimate 
of the Hessian of V}v. The update equation (7.8) is a batch mode type of adjustment. 
We also consider the the following assumption holds.
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A ssum ption  7.4 The stability of the closed-loop output predictor (7.4) is preserved 
while iterating.
R em ark  7.4 This is a very reasonable assumption since the step size 7,■ can be used 
effectively to control how much the model is allowed to change per iteration. Therefore, 
in practice, the identified model is stabilised by the known controller.
The key technical step in this iterative algorithm is the computation of the gradient 
y'(6). Our contribution here is to show that this gradient computation can be performed 
by feeding the signal u(0) of Figure 7.2 as the input of a closed loop simulation system. 
For simplicity, our method is explained first in Section 7.2 for the linear case, in which 
case our method is a simple alternative to the gradient computation proposed in [38]. 
The real advantage of our computation method is that it allows a good understanding of 
the stability issue and a generalisation to a nonlinear setting, as is shown in Section 7.3.
7.2  G radient exp ression s in th e linear case
In this section, we consider the simplified case where both the real system and the 
controller are linear, i.e. we suppose that (7.1), (7.2) and (7.5) reduce to
The gradients of these two signals with respect to the j -th entry of 9 are, respectively, 
denoted by ufe (6) and f/^(0). They are the j -th component of the vectors u'(0) and 
y'{6) and they satisfy, for j  =  1, • • •, n,
S : y  =  Pu  +  v, C: u =  Cr r -  Cy y, M  : y(9) =  P(0) u.
Let us first consider the following equations
y(9) = P(0) u{9) and u{9) =  Cr r -  Cy y (0). (7.9)
y'e,(0) =  Pij (9)ü(e) +
ü'ejW = - C vy'ej(6)
(7.10)
(7.11)
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where Pg (0), the derivative of P{9) with respect to 9j , can easily be obtained since 
P{9) has a known structure. It now easily follows that each entry of u'{9) and y'{9) 
can be computed as shown in the loop of Figure 7.3.
Figure 7.3: Generation of u'e^{9) and y'e.{9)
The scheme in Figure 7.3 can always be implemented in a stable way if P{9) is 
stabilised by C  as is assumed earlier. Indeed, let
P{9) =  [D(9)]~1N(9) =  N(0)[D{0)]~1 (7.12)
be a stable coprime factorisation of P(9). Then, one can redraw Figure 7.3 as shown 
in the loop of Figure 7.4. Note that Figure 7.3 can be used to generate (0) if P{9) 
is open-loop stable.
The stability of Figure 7.4 follows from the stability of the predictor loop and the 
verifiable fact that D2( 9 ) P (9) is stable for j  = 1, • • •, n and V 9 £ De.
It is now straightforward to see that
[1 +  P(8)Cy]
u (0 )  =
[1 +  P ( 0 ) C y ] 2 r ’
(7.13)
(7.14)
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Figure 7.f: Stable implementation of Figure 7.3
7.3 Gradient expressions in the nonlinear case
Let us now consider the nonlinear case of Section 7.1, i.e. we have the following equa­
tions
m  =  P(«,«(»)), (7-15)
As a tool for obtaining the gradient of Vn  with respect to 0, we seek the gradients 
of i i (6 )  and y(0) with respect to d j .  If one of the parameter vector entries, say 6j, is 
perturbed by a small 60j, we obtain
«(»i, + 66,, •••,#„) =  C[r,y(0i , ---,ej  +  S6j,---,6n)],
~  C[r,
~ C(r , y(6)) +  ACv(r, S/W) («) S6jt 
= u(») + AC y(r,y(e))y<>i(9)Mj(7.16)
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where A Cy(r, y{9)) is the linearisation of C in response to a perturbation in y around the 
trajectory produced by r and by y(0), i.e. the trajectory around which C  is linearised 
depends on 9. The derivative of y(9) with respect to 6j is denoted (0) and it is the 
j-th component of the vector y'{9). It is straightforward to see that (7.16) yields
*»,(*) =  A Cy(r,m)y'e,W(7-17)
where u'e^ {9) is defined in a similar fashion as 1/^(0). A similar reasoning yields
y'ej(0) =  J% (M W ) +  A  (7.18)
where A Pu(0, ü(0)) is the linearisation of P(9) in response to a perturbation in u around 
the trajectory produced by u{9). The partial derivative of P(0) with respect to Oj is 
denoted by P^(0, u(0)). It can easily be obtained since P(0) has a known structure.
In the nonlinear case, there are no compact expressions for the gradient signals. 
Indeed, the exact gradient signals can be obtained by feeding the signal u{9) generated 
in the loop of Figure 7.2, filtered through P^(0, w(0)), as input of the (linear time- 
varying) linearised closed loop system of Figure 7.5. A similar observation had already 
been made in [6, 30] for an iterative feedback tuning scheme. The stability of the lower 
loop follows from the smoothness assumption on the nonlinear closed-loop operator and 
the stability of the predictor at each iteration. These two assumptions are equivalent 
to a small signal BIBO stability assumption, i.e. we assume that a small perturbation 
in the reference signal produces a small perturbation in the output signal.
The scheme shown in Figure 7.5 can be implemented in a stable way, even if 
P(0,ü(0)) and thus P'e^ {9,u{9)) are unstable, provided we can construct
y{9) =  Nr(9,zr{9)), u = Dr{9,zr(9)) and (7.19)
zi(9) =  A (0 ,y (0)) =  iV ,(M ) (7.20)
respectively, as stable right and left coprime descriptions of (7.5); see [13] for further 
details. Then, one can redraw Figure 7.5 as shown in Figure 7.6. Note that Figure 7.5 
can be used to generate (9) if P{9,u{9)) is open-loop stable.
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Figure 7.5: Generation of (6) and 11^(0) in the nonlinear case
Here ADiy{0, y{&)) and ANiu(0, u(6)) are, respectively, the linearisations of Di(9, y(0)) 
and Ni(0, u(0)) around their trajectory.
AD,,(e,m)Pi.{e,Dr(o,.))
Figure 7.6: Stable implementation of Figure 7.5
The stability of Figure 7.6 follows from the stability of the predictor loop, the 
smoothness assumption on the closed loop system and the fact that
ADly( e , m ) H , ( 9 , D r(e,.)) (7.21)
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is a stable operator for j  = 1, • • •, n and V 0 £ D$. Indeed, it follows from (7.19) and 
(7.20) that
%„{8) =  ») =  £>;,.(«,$(*)) + A Ä„(9,y(9))yJ.(9), (7.22)
=  H ,  («.»). (7.23)
Using the preceding equations, one obtains
A Ä s(0, y(9)) H,(9, n) =  # /,. (9, u) -  D |( . (0, y(0)). (7.24)
It is now straightforward to see that
a £>i„ ( 0 ,  y(9)) Hi(9, £>r(9, M «))) =  JV/,. (0, £).(«, i r (0))) -  £>{,. (9, Nr(6, zr(0))) (7.25) 
which shows that (7.21) is a BIBO operator.
7.4 C o n sisten cy  resu lts
In this section, we show that the linear consistency results for the input-output dynam­
ics derived in [38] do not carry over in general in the nonlinear case. See [22, 23] for 
further details on consistency results. In this section we adopt the following assumption.
Assum ption 7.5 There exists 60 such that the true system without noise lies in the 
model set, i.e.
P{u,0) = P(60, u ) \ / U or To(r,O) =  T(0o,r) Vr.
In this situation, we would hope for consistent identification. Rewriting the identi­
fication error, we obtain
y -  y(9) =  [y -  y(9„)] +  [y(9„) -  y(9)]
=  [T„(r, v) -  T(eo, r)] +  [f(60, r) -  t (d ,  r)],
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whence
E { [ y - m } 2} =  E{[[T0( r , v ) - t ( e 0,r)]2} + E { [ t ( 6 c>, r ) - t ( e , r ) ] 2}
+ 2 E{[T0(r, v ) - t ( 0 o, r)][f  («„ r) r)]}- (7.26)
Here, the expected value is taken with respect to the probability distributions of the 
noise and the reference signals; the earlier assumption that r and v are independent is 
important. It is clear from (7.26) that a sufficient condition for consistency is given by
E{[T0(r, v) -  T(60, r)][f (80, r) -  T (0, r)]} =  0. (7.27)
It is easily established that this condition (not unexpectedly) is not satisfied in general, 
when T is nonlinear. A sufficient condition for (7.27) to hold is
T0(r, v) -  T(90, r) =  v2k+1 R(80, r) (7.28)
for some nonnegative integer k and some noise independent operator 72; we can isolate 
several important situations where this holds.
R em ark  7.5 Note that in a small noise situation, (7.28) approximately holds with 
R(90, r ) =  ATot,(r, 0) and k =  0. Here A T^(r, 0) is the linearisation of T0 in response 
to a perturbation in v around the trajectory produced by r and v = 0. We conclude 
that at SNRs where linearisation is valid, one has approximate consistency.
R em ark  7.6 In many industrial processes, although the open-loop system is nonlinear, 
the controller has been designed in order for the closed loop system Ta to have a quasi- 
linear behaviour with respect to the reference signal r (and the disturbance signal 
v; at least if the noise signal v is additive). It is clear from (7.28) that consistency 
approximately holds in such cases.
R em ark  7.7 As is shown in [22], consistency can be recovered using direct identifi­
cation, i.e. using the data set as if it had been collected in open-loop, if the system
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(input-output and noise dynamics) can be modeled exactly. However, the number of 
parameters increases, i.e. one has to estimate the noise dynamics. This can be prob­
lematic (because of variance considerations) in the case of small data sets.
R em ark 7.8 Note that in [22] it is implicitly assumed that the noise enters linearly, 
i.e. the noise is required to be additive. This is a restrictive assumption in a nonlinear 
context since it is no longer the case that disturbances entering different parts of the 
plant can be lumped into one additive output term.
If the noise signal v enters the plant nonlinearly, direct identification of input-output 
and noise dynamics might be difficult to implement. Indeed, in most cases it is not 
possible to rewrite the system (7.1) in the form
y« =  / (» ,_1.tt*- I .0  +  e( (7-29)
as required in [22] for consistency. Here /  is deterministic function, yt~1 and ul~l are 
vectors of previous values and e* is an independent stochastic process; we refer to [22] 
for further details.
When the disturbance signal enters nonlinearly, our approach offers a valid alter­
native as is shown using a simulation example in the next section.
7.5 Num erical illustration
In this section, we illustrate the closed-loop identification “procedure” presented in this 
chapter. We consider a nonlinear system operating in closed-loop with a two-degree of 
freedom linear controller. The nonlinear system is described by
Vt
Vt
P(ut ,v t) =  DZ(yt)
q~l (l +  6i g~l )
1 +  ai q - 1 -(- a2 q~2 Ut +  vt
(7.30)
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where DZ is a nonlinear deadzone operator defined using the following equations
zt =  DZ(xt) =  <
Xf dp if Xt ^ dp
0 if - d p < xt < d]
Xf “b dp if Xf ^ dp
(7.31)
with |&i| < 1, dp > 0. The disturbance signal affects the system output nonlinearly and 
is modeled as follows
1 + Ci q~l + c2 q~l
vt = ------------ ------------ — et1 + ai q~l + a2 q~l
where et is zero mean white noise of variance a 2. The linear controller is the two-degree 
of freedom minimum variance controller optimal for the linear system that is obtained 
from (7.30) by setting dp to zero, i.e.
Ut
Cr(q~l )
Cr(q l ) r t - C y ( q  l ) y t ,
l  +  citf-1 + c 2q~l , - u  (ci ~  °i) +  (c2 -  a2)q~ l
— + M - 1 and Cy(q ] = ---------- -----------------------
Here, we have taken the following plant parameters
bi =  —0.5, a\ =  —1.5, a2 =  0.7, Ci =  -1 ,  c2 =  0.2, dp =  0.5.
The reference signal rt was chosen to be a known unit variance and zero mean white 
noise signal independent of the process disturbance signal vt . Note that this corresponds 
to signal yt entering the deadzone that is of the same order of magnitude as dp. With 
a signal yt of much greater magnitude than dp, this quantity would be hard to identify, 
the effect of the nonlinearity being swamped by the signal; if yt is of much smaller 
magnitude, there is obviously an excitation problem. Using the previous closed-loop 
system, we have generated a data set {rt, yt} with signals of length N  =  2000. For 
the identification of the plant itself, we have used the following model structure
' yt {9) =  P(e ,ut) = m ( y t (9))
q - 1 ( # 1  +  e 2  q ~ l )  
i + 03<r1 + 04<r2 “'
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where DZ is defined as in (7.31) with dp replaced by 65. Here the parameter vector is
e = [ei e2 e3 o4 05f ,  (7.34)
i.e. five parameters are identified. Note that the input-output dynamics can be mod­
eled exactly. In the sequel, we have considered situations with a2 =  0.03 and cr2 = 0.1. 
Using the previously defined data set, we have applied two strategies:
Strategy I: direct standard open loop identification, i.e. we have used the data set 
{ut, yt} as if it had been collected in open loop.
Strategy II: closed-loop identification with the tailor-made parametrisation obtained 
by interconnecting the models in (7.33) in feedback with the controller in (7.33) using 
the algorithm based on Figure 7.5.
We have run 20 Monte Carlo simulations for both strategies to obtain estimates of 
the asymptotic values of the parameters. Here the functional form of the linearisation 
operators of P(0) and Cy can be easily computed analytically. We have the following 
results
ACv(r,y(«)) =  - C !, and APU(9, ü(0))(.) = NL (,)j (7.35)
where NL is a nonlinearity defined using the following equations
zt = NL(a:t) =  <
Xt if ytiß) > 05
0 if -0 s < y<(0) < 05
Xt if yt{6) < - 0 5
with yt{0) the signal collected while simulating y*(0); see Section 7.3. The initial 
parameter vector for Strategy I was chosen to be
0[O] =  [0.9 -  0.4 -  1.3 0.5 0.4]t .
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(a) or2 =  0.03 (b) a 2 = 0 . 1
Figure 7.7: Amplitude Bode plots of the linear part of the true nonlinear system (7.30) 
(— ) and estimates of this same transfer function obtained using Strategy I  (— ) and 
Strategy II  (—•)•
This parameter vector corresponds to a model P(0[O]) that is stabilised by [Cr Cyj. 
The parameters identified using Strategy I were used as initial estimates for Strategy 
II. The parameter estimates are given in Table 7.1. We have compared the magnitude 
Bode plots of the linear part of the identified models in Figure 7.7.
The results show the degraded performance of the direct open loop identification 
scheme, i.e. Strategy I is unable to produce bias-free estimates. This follows from the 
fact that the model structure (7.33) cannot model the system exactly, i.e. the noise 
dynamics are unmodeled. Since the noise enters the system nonlinearly, it is difficult to 
use a model structure which incorporates a model for the noise dynamics. In particular, 
the consistency results in [22] are inapplicable. Indeed, it would be a complex task to 
produce a predictor for such a model structure.
As shown in the previous section, our procedure is not able always to produce 
consistent estimates. However as predicted, the estimates are approximately consistent 
in a high signal to noise situation; see Figure 7.7a. It follows from Figures 7.7a and 
7.7b that the bias that affects the parameters is much higher using Strategy I.
It follows from Table 7.1 that the parameters characterising the nonlinear part of the 
plant are better identified using the closed loop strategy with tailor-made parametrisa-
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tion, i.e. Strategy II outperforms Strategy I. Note that the quality of the identification 
of the parameters characterising the nonlinearity is strongly linked with the power of 
the signal yt . The best results are (not surprisingly) obtained with an input signal yt 
that is comparable in magnitude to dp. This holds for both identification strategies.
System Model Model Model Model
Strategy I Strategy II Strategy I Strategy II
<j 2 =  0.03 a 2 =  0.03 cr2 =  0.1 cr2 =  0.1
0i 1 0.939 0.970 0.786 0.902
02 -0.5 -0.470 -0.4852 -0.380 -0.4425
03 -1.5 -1.497 -1.500 -1.482 -1.494
04 0.7 0.697 0.700 0.685 0.696
05 0.5 0.430 0.458 0.2485 0.360
Table 7.1: Parameter estimates.
The previous simulation results show that the closed identification method with 
tailor-made parametrisation described in Section 7.3 can be used effectively under a 
high SNR assumption. Also, the previous simulation example shows that our method 
offers a valid alternative when the noise enters the system nonlinearly.
7.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have presented gradient expressions for a closed-loop identification 
scheme with tailor-made parametrisation. The main advantage of these gradient ex­
pressions is that they can easily be extended to non-standard identification criteria and 
that the plant, the parametric model and the controller are allowed to be nonlinear.
C h ap ter 8
C onclusions
This thesis has examined a number of closed-loop identification methods for nonlinear 
systems. This final chapter contains a summary of the work achieved in this thesis. It 
also outlines a few open problems that are related to the current research.
8.1 C op rim en ess P rop erties
The relationship between the “Set Theoretic” and the “Bezout” approaches to left 
coprimeness has been investigated. This research is motivated by dual results for right 
coprimeness in [2]. In particular, it is shown that left coprimeness in the Set Theoretic 
sense implies left coprimeness in the Bezout sense. Other key results of this thesis 
include:
• Under the Bezout definition of right coprimeness, if we have two coprime factori­
sations of a given operator then the factorisations are related by a unit operator.
• Under the Bezout definition of right coprimeness, if we have one coprime fac­
torisation and one non-coprime factorisation then they are related by a BIBO 
operator.
• Under either approach to left coprimeness, a coprime factorisation of a given oper­
ator can be constructed from another coprime factorisation using a unit operator. 
Note that the Bezout approach requires some additional assumptions.
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• Under the Set Theoretic definition of left coprimeness, if we have one non-coprime 
factorisation we can find a coprime factorisation that is related by a BIBO oper­
ator.
Further, using the notions of differential coprimeness and total differential coprime­
ness a nonlinear form of the Bezout identity has been developed.
8.2 Identification schemes for nonlinear system s
This thesis has considered four schemes for identifying a nonlinear plant operating in 
closed-loop with a stabilising possibly nonlinear controller.
Hansen Scheme In this method the plant is represented in terms of the coprime 
factors of the nominal plant model and the controller along with a Youla-Kucera 
parameter. This factorisation based structure has previously been derived to 
help convert the underlying closed-loop identification problem into one that is 
essentially that of open-loop identification. This thesis has extended the forays 
into the nonlinear arena.
Right coprime factorisations The nonlinearity enters via the Youla-Kucera 
parameter and the nominal plant model. The controller remains linear as 
we use the linearity property to form an additional Bezout identity.
Left coprime factorisations The nonlinearity enters via the Youla-Kucera pa­
rameter, the nominal plant model and the controller. The results rely on 
the notion of differential coprimeness.
This scheme requires the system to have both of the reference signals ri and r<i 
non-zero (refer to Figure 1.1).
Two Step Scheme The Two Step scheme has been adapted from [34] to work for a 
system that has both a stable nonlinear plant and a nonlinear controller. If there 
is access to measurements of both the reference signals ri and r 2 we do not need 
to have knowledge of the controller as long as it stabilises the nonlinear plant.
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Coprime Factor Scheme This scheme also converts the closed-loop identification 
problem of Figure 1.1 to an open-loop like identification problem by identifying a 
pair of right factors of the plant. Introduction of auxiliary signals allows a pair of 
right coprime factors to be identified. Again, the plant and controller may both 
be nonlinear. There is one limitation in that either one of the reference signals 
must be zero, or else they must be filtered versions of the same signal.
Tailor-made Parametrisation Scheme Gradient expressions for a closed-loop iden­
tification scheme with a tailor-made parametrisation have been presented. The 
main advantage of these gradient expressions is that they can easily be extended 
to non-standard identification criteria and that the plant, the parametric model 
and the controller are allowed to be nonlinear.
8.3 T h e continu ing  m ission
This section contains a few problems that are related to the work achieved in this thesis.
Coprimeness properties There are still some open questions on the relationship 
between the Bezout and the Set Theoretic definitions of coprimeness. The current 
knowledge is depicted in Figure 3.4, which is also an illustration of the open 
questions in this area.
• It is still unknown whether coprimeness in the Bezout sense implies coprime­
ness in the Set Theoretic sense for nonlinear left coprime factorisations.
• Under the Bezout definition of coprimeness, if P  — D^ 1 Nn = Dj~2l Nu  
and (Nn, A 1) and (Nu, Du) are left coprime pairs. Then are there two 
factorisations related by a unit?
If P = D ül Nu  with (Ni2, Du) coprime in the Bezout sense, then any BIBO 
W  with W ~ l existing defines another realisation P = DJ^Nu  with N u = 
W N u , Di3 =  W D u • It is unknown whether any realisation P = D ^ N u  
implies that W  =  DuDj^1 is well-posed and stable. (In contrast to the Set 
Theoretic situation, an example with a non-BIBO W  is lacking.)
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Hansen M ethod Consider the Hansen identification method for right coprime fac­
torisation representations of the plant. We have examined the problem when 
the plant, Youla-Kucera parameter, and the nominal plant model are nonlinear 
while the controller remains linear. One topic that could be investigated is what 
happens when the controller is also allowed to be nonlinear? Like the similar 
case using left coprime factorisations this would probably invoke the use of dif­
ferential coprimeness. Further, one could examine the relationship between small 
nonlinearities in the plant and the Youla-Kucera parameter. Does a small nonlin­
earity in the plant produce a small nonlinearity in the Youla-Kucera parameter? 
What is the relationship between the Youla-Kucera parameter R and (P — P) in 
a nonlinear setting?
Coprime Factor M ethod Recall that this method estimates a right coprime factori­
sation of the plant in an open-loop fashion by introducing data filters. In the 
linear case the remaining freedom in the data filters can be used to construct a 
normalised factorisation of the plant. It is worth investigating if the same is true 
in the nonlinear case.
W indsurfer approach Another goal would be to devise a nonlinear adaptive control 
scheme, analogous to the “windsurfer” approach to the adaptive control of linear 
systems, achieved in fact not by continuous adjustment of the controller, but by 
an iterative process of controller design and identification. Successive controller 
designs achieve progressively wider closed-loop bandwidths.
For there to be a nonlinear analog, one would need a scheme for closed-loop iden­
tification of a nonlinear plant, given a nonlinear, a priori model and a nonlinear 
stabilising controller of the plant and model. [One might need a number of other 
things too, including a scheme for approximation of a high order nonlinear model 
by a lower order model].
Stable Kernel Representations The work of [27] suggests that Youla parametrisa- 
tions are best obtained for nonlinear systems using stable kernel factorisations, 
the analog of left coprime factorisations. This may be useful in identification.
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